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(ABSTRACT) 

The Linda model for concurrent processing employs a shared data space 

approach for interprocess communication. The development of the distrib- 

uted Linda system presented in this thesis implements distributed process 

creation within the shared data space framework and provides for parallel 

execution of Linda processes on a network of workstations. In addition, the 

design of the system’s shared data space allows it to be distributed over 

multiple hosts, providing for parallel access to various regions of the shared 

data space, thereby reducing contention among Linda processes for this 

resource. A preliminary analysis of the system’s execution profile has iden- 

tified particular characteristics of the system which tend to limit computa- 

tional performance under conditions of heavy I/O with the shared data 

space. An investigation of the system’s I/O behavior has led to the identifi- 

cation of a technique which can improve the I/O performance of the system 

by as much as an order of magnitude. However, this technique results in 

inefficient use of network bandwidth by the Linda system. Consequently, 

potential alternative techniques for improving the system’s I/O perfor- 

mance are presented.
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1.0 Introduction 

This thesis presents the design and preliminary investigation of a system for distributed 

computation implementing the Linda model of concurrent processing. This chapter 

describes the motivation for studying and building environments for distributed comput- 

ing, and for adopting Linda’s shared data space model as the interprocess communication 

mechanism for our distributed environment. 

1.1 Motivation for Distributed Computation 

One of the goals of parallel computing systems is to exploit concurrency by providing the 

facilities to perform multiple computational tasks simultaneously. Such systems have the 

potential for increased throughput and hence, better computational performance, than their 

single processor counterparts. 

Uniprocessor concurrency 

Concurrency in single processor systems is achieved through multiprogramming, a tech- 

nique giving the illusion of parallelism by providing the means for multiple processes to 

compete for and share the computational power and time of a single CPU. Processes share 

the cycles of the CPU by executing in an interleaved fashion. One process runs for a lim- 

ited period of time, and then the CPU is turned over to another process. Since a uniproces- 

sor system can be executing only a single process at any given point in time, other 

concurrent processes on the system (i.e. those existing at the same time) are inactive, wait- 

ing either for completion of an I/O request, or to be rescheduled to run on the CPU. 
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Two types of parallelism 

Parallel processing systems have multiple CPUs, all of which can execute instructions in 

parallel. Depending on the system’s architecture, all processors may execute the same 

instruction in parallel, each operating on a different data element, or each may execute dif- 

ferent sets of instructions, independently. Flynn termed these types of parallelism SIMD 

(single-instruction stream, multiple-data streams) and MIMD (multiple-instruction 

streams, multiple-data streams), respectively [FLYM66]. 

SIMD machines are most useful for the narrow problem set domain in which algorithms 

can be written to perform operations on all elements of arrays or vectors simultaneously. 

MIMD machines, however, are useful for a much broader and more extensive domain of 

problems, since the processors of such systems are not constrained to execute the same 

instruction at the same time. 

Shared memory vs. distributed memory MIMD architecture 

MIMD machines may be designed so that memory and I/O subsystems are accessible to 

all processors. This organization is called a shared memory architecture (see Figure 1.1). 

Alternatively, these subsystems may be local and private to each processor, in which case 

the machine is said to have a distributed memory architecture (see Figure 1.2) [STOH87]. 

Additionally, there must exist some mechanism for independent processes executing on 

different processors of a MIMD system to communicate with each other. Such interpro- 

cess communication (IPC) provides processes with the means to share data, and to syn- 

chronize their activities. 
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Parallelism in a distributed context 

A distributed processing system provides for parallel computation by combining the 

power of a network of machines into a unified system. Each computer on the network has 

its own local memory, and communication between processes executing on different 

nodes of the system occurs over the network. This system of networked machines can be 

viewed as a “distributed memory architecture” parallel computation system (see Figure 

1.3). 

    

| Memory1 | | Memory2 Memory3 Memory4 
              

                

Machine1 Machine2 | Machine3 ! Machine4 |                   

          
Communications Network 

Figure 1.3. Distributed Processing System 

Impetus for using Unix workstations to build a distributed Linda system 

The distributed system presented in this thesis is implemented on a group of Unix! work- 

stations connected to each other through an Ethernet” network. Our decision to build a dis- 

tributed processing system using workstation class machines running Unix is motivated by 

several factors: 

  

1. Unix is a trademark of Novell Corporation. 
2. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. 
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e Workstations are relatively inexpensive, commonplace, and accessible, in comparison 

with more expensive parallel computers. 

e Workstations are underutilized, and are often completely idle. Theimer and Lantz in 

[THEM89] report that of the approximately 70 workstations studied, as many as one 

third remained completely idle, even during the busiest times of the day. Harnessing 

the unused CPU cycles of such a network of machines can provide a cost effective 

source of computational power. 

¢ The Unix operating system [BACM86, LEFS89, BERK 86] is the traditional system of 

choice for workstations, and provides a wealth of convenient services to the system 

designer (e.g. multitasking, process creation, and IPC). 

¢ The original Linda system, which the VPI Linda Research Group has used as a foun- 

dation for various Linda research efforts, was implemented on and for Unix, and is 

dependent on several system facilities specific to Unix. 

1.2. Linda’s Shared Data Space Communication Model 

Computing systems allowing programs to have multiple threads of control must provide 

interprocess communication services, enabling process creation, process synchronization, 

and data sharing. These services are especially vital for parallel and distributed systems 

designed to exploit concurrency by simultaneously executing related processes. 

While several models for such communication have been proposed and studied (e.g. mes- 

sage passing, as in CSP [HOAC78, MAYM83], monitors [HOAC74, BLAA8&6, JULE88, 

BRIP75, WIRN77, LAMB80, HEWC73, AGHG86], concurrent logic programming 

[RING88, SHAE87], and functional programming ,[CHEM86, CHEM88, TURD82)), 
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Gelertner’s Linda [GELD85a, CARN86b] employs a unique shared data space approach. 

That is, it provides a repository for information storage and retrieval that is globally acces- 

sible to all processes participating in the parallel execution environment. Gelertner terms 

his model “generative communication” [GELD85a] because one process communicates 

with another process by “generating” a persistent data element in the globally shared data 

space. The other process receives the communication by accessing the data element asyn- 

chronously. 

The fact that shared data space is global to all processes in a parallel or distributed system 

greatly simplifies some of the potential complexities of developing parallel programs. For 

example, a process can synchronize its activities with those of another process by reading 

a message placed in the shared data space by that other process. A process shares data 

with one or more other processes by placing that data in the shared data space. Data pro- 

ducers require no information concerning the existence or identity of data consumers, 

since they simply place data in the shared data space. Likewise, consumers obtain data 

from the shared data space, rather than directly from producers. As a result, complex pro- 

cess addressing and message routing schemes are not needed because all messages 

between processes are data elements written to and read from the shared data repository. 

It is important to understand that the term “shared data space” refers to a logical, rather 

than a physical construct, although it can be implemented using physically shared memory 

on a uniprocessor or multiprocessor machine. A distributed system, however, would 

require an alternative implementation, as we discuss in Chapter 2. 
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1.3. Problem Statement and Proposed Solution 

This thesis discusses the development of a distributed system for concurrent process exe- 

cution that reflects the shared data space model of communication found in Gelertner’s 

Linda computational system. The Linda paradigm, as discussed above, features globally 

shared data space and provides an effective, yet conceptually simple framework for paral- 

lel programming. 

The VPI Linda Research Group obtained source code for the Linda compiler, run-time 

library, and related utilities from Yale University. This Linda implementation was 

designed to exploit parallelism on shared memory architecture multiprocessor computers. 

Initial research efforts by Schumann focused on the design of a distributed version of the 

shared data space, and requisite support systems [SCHC93]. 

The objective of the effort presented in this thesis is the evolution of Schumann’s modified 

Linda system into a distributed system which provides for simultaneous execution of 

Linda processes on a network of Unix uniprocessor workstations. Toward that end, we 

have identified and carried out the following steps: 

¢ Modification of the Linda compiler to generate code which enables a Linda program to 

create new Linda processes on remote machines. We placed considerable emphasis on 

designing this mechanism to be consistent with the Linda paradigm. More specifically, 

we wanted this mechanism to use shared data space for interprocess communication. 

* Creation of a “Linda-LAN” run time environment to facilitate the instantiation of 

remote Linda processes, and to provide for Linda network and process management. 

This has been a cooperative effort, and only those aspects and functions of the Linda- 

LAN which are pertinent to the distribution of Linda processes are discussed in detail 
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in this thesis. 

¢ Distribution of the globally shared data space over multiple hosts by implementing 

separate data space managers for the various logical data partitions of the shared data 

space. This is done to reduce potential contention among Linda processes for access to 

the shared data space, and to reduce the performance bottleneck that such contention 

would introduce. 

e Preliminary analysis of the system’s performance. The intent of the investigation is to 

identify characteristics of the distributed system that tend to enhance or limit computa- 

tional performance. In particular we investigate the impact on program execution time 

of varying the number of processors and processes in the system. 

1.4 Blueprint of the Thesis 

In preparation for discussing the design of the distributed Linda system, Chapter 2 pre- 

sents a brief introduction to Linda concepts and the Linda coordination language. We then 

describe the original single-machine version of Linda, and follow that with a discussion of 

Schumann’s “separate shared data space” version on which our distributed system is 

based. We focus attention on issues, limitations, and deficiencies of these systems perti- 

nent to the transformation of the current Linda system into one supporting truly parallel 

process execution in a distributed context. 

Chapter 3 presents the goals for the overall design of the Linda~-LAN’s topology, followed 

by an overview of that topology, and a brief description of the role of each component in 

the system. This overview will serve as a framework for a detailed discussion of the dis- 

tributed system’s design in Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Chapter 4 presents the issues which had to be addressed in designing the distributed sys- 

tem’s mechanism for remote Linda process instantiation, and the specific design goals 

reflected by their resolution. We then present and discuss the design and pertinent imple- 

mentation details, focusing on how design goals are achieved. 

Chapter 5 presents particular components of the Linda-LAN’s data subsystem, and 

describes a feature of the distributed system which enables concurrent access to various 

regions of the shared data space. 

Chapter 6 presents a section on execution dynamics, which serves to complete the overall 

picture of the system’s provision for distributed computation. 

Chapter 7 presents the results, discussion, and conclusions of the preliminary investigation 

of the distributed system’s execution profile. In addition, we describe several potential 

design alternatives which could enhance overall performance of the system. 

Chapter 8 summarizes the design and analytical work presented in this thesis. We reiterate 

important design considerations, and discuss how the design goals were achieved. Follow- 

ing that, we present insights gained and conclusions reached from the investigation of the 

distributed system’s execution profile. Finally, we suggest several topics for future investi- 

gation in the context of our distributed Linda system. 
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2.0 Background 

This chapter presents background material on basic Linda concepts. It then provides a dis- 

cussion of the two successive implementations of Linda on which we have based our 

development of the distributed Linda system. This material serves as a basis for the design 

issues to be discussed and resolved in Chapters 3 and 4. 

2.1. The Linda Paradigm - Tuple Space and Coordination Language 

Tuple Space 

We have characterized Linda as a paradigm that provides a framework which is suitable 

for writing and executing parallel programs, and one that employs the shared data space 

model of interprocess communication. In Linda parlance, this shared data space is called 

Tuple Space (TS) [GELD85a, CARN87]. As might be expected, its member objects are 

called tuples. A tuple is defined as an ordered set of data elements. Tuples are not ordered 

per se in Tuple Space, but are said to be “adrift” in Tuple Space [CARN89a]. An individ- 

ual tuple’s identity is composed of the number, order, data types, and values of its fields. 

Tuple Space can be viewed as a globally accessible associative memory [GELD85a]. That 

is, member tuples are accessed by content, and by description of content, rather than by 

address. 

Passive and Active Tuples 

A given tuple in Tuple Space can be categorized as either a passive data tuple or an active 

process tuple. Passive tuples can be viewed as conventional static data elements. They are 

placed directly into Tuple Space, and can be read and removed from Tuple Space by Linda 
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processes. An active tuple, however, contains specifications for the execution of a Linda 

process which is eventually instantiated by the Linda system. This new Linda process 

removes the active tuple from Tuple Space, transforms it into a passive data tuple, and then 

places this new passive tuple in Tuple Space. An active tuple, or more precisely, the Linda 

process it specifies can also produce and consume passive data tuples, and generate more 

active process tuples. 

Examples of passive tuples: 

<“arrayA”, 3, 5> - the 3rd element of the integer array called “arrayA”, the 

value of which is 5. 

<“plane”, 5.6, 0.3> - a point on a plane. 

Examples of active tuples: 

<“Fibonacci”, 10, fib_compute(10)>  - specifications for a Linda process which will evaluate the 

tuple and, assuming the function “fib_compute()” does 

what we expect, place the passive tuple <“Fibonacci”, 10, 

55> in Tuple Space. 

<worker()> - specifications for a Linda process which will call the 

function worker(), presumably to perform some 

computation in parallel with the calling process. The 

passive tuple formed by evaluating this active tuple may 

not be of interest; nevertheless, it is placed in TS. 

The Linda Coordination Language 

The Linda “language” is actually a coordination language [GELD92], rather than a com- 

plete parallel programming language. A coordination language focuses on providing the 

primitives to create processes as well as to coordinate communication among those pro- 

cesses. These primitives are embedded by the programmer in a base language. Although 

several languages have been integrated with Linda [CARN89a, GELD90, JELR90O], the 
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base language used by the Linda implementations discussed in this thesis is C, and the 

resulting hybrid is called C-Linda. Carriero and Gelertner have stated that the Linda coor- 

dination language is “independent of and orthogonal to” the base language [GELD92]. 

That is, the two languages are conceptually unrelated. The base language is concerned 

with computation rather than interprocess communication. Linda, on the other hand, is 

concerned with process creation and coordination rather than computation. Process cre- 

ation, coordination, and communication are achieved by individual Linda processes 

manipulating the contents of Tuple Space by means of the Linda language primitives. 

Linda Primitives 

Linda primitives (also called Linda operations) fall into two basic categories. Generative 

operations place tuples into Tuple Space, and retrieval operations obtain tuples from Tuple 

Space. 

Generative operations: 

OUT __ - places anew passive tuple into Tuple Space. 

EVAL _ - places a new active tuple into Tuple Space. 

Retrieval operations: 

IN - requests a passive tuple from Tuple Space. If a suitable tuple is found in 

TS, it 1s returned to the calling Linda process. Otherwise, IN blocks 

until a suitable tuple arrives in TS. 

INP - similar to IN, except if no suitable tuple is found in TS, INP does not 

block, but rather returns an indication of failure. 

RD - requests a copy of a passive tuple in TS. If a suitable tuple is found in 

TS, a copy of it is returned to the calling process, and the original tuple 

is not removed from TS. Otherwise, RD blocks until a suitable tuple 

arrives in TS. 
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RDP _ - similar to RD, except if no suitable tuple is found in TS, RDP does not 

block, but rather returns an indication of failure. 

Again, active tuples are not removed from Tuple Space by Linda operations. Linda pro- 

cesses transform them into passive tuples, and then place them back into Tuple Space. 

Therefore, none of Linda’s retrieval operations deal with active tuples. 

Templates and tuple matching 

A retrieval operation specifies a template that a tuple in Tuple Space must match, rather 

than specifying an actual tuple. A template, like a tuple, is an ordered set of fields, but a 

template specifies the structure and content of tuple(s) which may be returned to the caller 

of the retrieval operation. Each field of a template is either an actual field or a formal field. 

An actual field specifies the value (and implicitly, the data type) of a matching tuple’s cor- 

responding field. A formal field specifies only the data type of a matching tuple’s corre- 

sponding field, and is assigned the tuple field’s value on successful return from the 

operation. In general, a template matches a tuple in TS when corresponding tuple and tem- 

plate fields match in number and in type. In addition, any actual fields in the template must 

equal corresponding actual fields of the matching tuple. 

As stated, a retrieval operation returns a matching tuple to the calling Linda process. This 

occurs by template formal fields being “filled in” with the values of corresponding fields 

from a matching tuple in Tuple Space. For example, a Linda process can retrieve the tuple 

<“arrayA”, 3, 5> 

by calling the IN operation as follows: 

in(“arrayA”, 3, ?1i). 
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The first and second fields of the tuple in this example match the corresponding actual 

fields of the template. The ?i notation in the template’s third field specifies a formal field, 

and we assume that the data type of i is integer. The third field of the tuple then matches 

this formal field, since it is an integer field. When the IN operation returns, the value of i 

will be 5. 

Use of the EVAL operation 

Typically, at least one of the fields of an active tuple (that is, one of the arguments to an 

EVAL operation) is a call to a function. That function will not be called until the active 

tuple is transformed by a newly instantiated Linda process. Hence, a Linda program uses 

the EVAL operation to create an independent Linda process to perform some computation, 

conceptually in parallel with its calling process. We discuss the distributed system’s han- 

dling of “EVAL-ed functions” in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. In the Linda implementations dis- 

cussed in this thesis, simple computations appearing in arguments to EVAL operations are 

evaluated prior to the active tuple’s being placed in Tuple Space. For example, consider 

the operation 

eval (*element”, i+6, compute(j*3)). 

If i has the value 2, and j has the value 3, then the active tuple placed in TS is 

<“element”, 8, compute(9)>. 

The next two sections present brief overviews of two successive implementations of Linda 

on which the distributed Linda system is built. Discussion is focused on the details which 

are germane to the design problems of the distributed Linda system. 
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2.2 The Yale University Single-Machine Linda Implementation 

The Yale University implementation of Linda is designed to run on a single uniprocessor 

or multiprocessor computer under the Unix operating system. The Linda compiler gener- 

ates a single executable program, using a preprocessor approach to transform calls to 

Linda operations into C source code. That is, each call to a Linda operation in a C-Linda 

program is analyzed in the context of the other Linda operations, and is transformed into a 

call to a new C function. The code for these new functions is also generated by the Linda 

compiler. 

The Tuple Space data structures reside in memory physically shared between the main 

Linda program and Linda processes created by calls to the EVAL operation (see Figure 

2.1). Access to the shared memory comprising Tuple Space is synchronized and serialized 

by the use of semaphores. Tuple Space access functions (also known as “kernel access 

functions’’) reside in a C run time library and are part of the executable program. 

  

  

      

        
Figure 2.1. The Yale Linda System 
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The Linda EVAL operation, used to create new Linda processes to handle active tuples, is 

implemented using the Unix fork() system call. This approach enables a Linda process 

to spawn an exact copy of itself to execute the code generated by the Linda compiler 

implementing the transformation of an active tuple into a passive tuple in Tuple Space. 

The first action taken on entering the C function implementing a particular EVAL opera- 

tion is a call to the fork() system call. The parent process immediately returns from the 

function implementing the EVAL, whereas the child process executes the function, and 

then exits. The function executed by the child process transforms the active tuple into a 

passive tuple (by evaluating any function call fields of the active tuple), and then deposits 

the passive tuple into Tuple Space. 

  

linda program 

executing 

  

eval op 

  

    

main program continues : child process handles eval by 

to execute code after executing function which 

the eval call e implements it, then exits      
Figure 2.2. EVAL causes fork() call, resulting in new process 
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The degree of parallelism potentially achievable under this system would, of course, 

depend on the number of processors available to Linda processes on the host computer. As 

described in Chapter 1, if this Linda system were run on a common uniprocessor system, 

then the concurrent Linda processes would execute in an interleaved fashion, and share the 

time of the single CPU. 

2.3 Separation of Tuple Space from the Linda Program 

The Yale Tuple Space implementation is feasible on a single uniprocessor or multiproces- 

sor machine running Unix because shared memory and semaphores are kernel services of 

the operating system. However, since there can be no physically shared memory between 

processes in a distributed system, the first step taken by the VPI Linda Group toward 

implementing a distributed Linda system addressed the use of shared memory between 

Linda processes in the implementation of Tuple Space, and the use of semaphores to con- 

trol access to the shared memory. In particular, Tuple Space and its associated kernel 

access code were separated from the actual Linda program, and a separate Tuple Space 

Manager program was developed to handle all requests for access to Tuple Space 

[SCHC93]. 

Tuple Space itself is implemented through data structures local to the Tuple Space Man- 

ager. Communication between Linda processes and the Tuple Space Manager occurs 

through the use of stream sockets. As a result, Tuple Space can reside on a machine sepa- 

rate from the one running Linda processes (see Figure 2.3). Since the Tuple Space kernel 

access code was moved to the new Tuple Space Manager, the functions in the Linda run 

time library were replaced with code to access the stream socket communication interface 

between the Linda process and the Tuple Space Manager process. 
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Figure 2.3. Separate Tuple Space Manager 

The Remaining EVAL Issue 

With Tuple Space cleanly separated from the Linda computational process, the primary 

limitation remaining to be resolved in the design of the distributed Linda system is the 

dependence of the Linda EVAL operation on the Unix fork() system call as the mecha- 

nism for creating new Linda processes. Use of the fork() call implies that the Linda 

system can only create new processes on the same machine on which the main Linda pro- 

gram is currently running. However, the distributed Linda system must accommodate the 

creation of Linda processes on remote machines. Because no semantically equivalent 
  

remote fork() call is available, a new approach must be devised to instantiate a new Linda 

process on a given machine. The design of a new EVAL mechanism which will provide 

for truly distributed process execution is the topic of Chapter 4. 
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3.0 Overview of Distributed Linda System 

Before presenting the details of the design of the distributed system, and its mechanism for 

handling distributed EVAL operations, we discuss some considerations which motivate 

our design of the overall topology of the distributed Linda environment (or “Linda- 

LAN”). We then present that topology, briefly describing the environment’s subsystems 

and the role of each component. This overview of the topology will serve as a framework 

for the design discussion in Chapter 4. 

3.1 Goals of System Design 

Several factors motivate our design for the distributed Linda environment: 

¢ First and foremost, we need a mechanism for implementing the EVAL primitive in a 

distributed context. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Linda system on which this work is 

based depends on the Unix fork() system call to create new Linda processes. We 

need a mechanism to simulate a “remote fork()” for the distributed system. 

¢ For simplicity and convenience, we want control of the distributed system to be cen- 

tralized. That is, we want a single process to be in charge of managing and monitoring 

the Linda-LAN. Centralized control simplifies collection of system status data, and 

seems to be the most straightforward design from an implementation point of view. 

¢ Implementation of the Linda-LAN has been a cooperative effort of the VPI Linda 

Research Group. Early in our design planning discussions, we recognized that the 

Linda-LAN would be comprised of both LAN control functions and tuple data flow 

functions. We decided to organize these functions into two distinct subsystems, control 

and data. Once the overall functions of the Linda-LAN were established, members of 
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the VPI Linda group would be able to design and implement these subsystems in par- 

allel. Ideally, the only “overlap” would concern the various communications interfaces 

between the subsystems. 

¢ Again for simplicity and ease of implementation, we want to use stream sockets for all 

communication between components of the distributed Linda system. 

3.2 Topology of the Distributed Linda System 

The Linda-LAN distributed processing environment is comprised of various component 

processes, each of which is a member of either the control or data subsystem. Control 

components are responsible for overall system management and decision making, whereas 

data components primarily handle the flow of tuples between Linda processes and Tuple 

Space. 

3.2.1 Two views of the Linda-LAN 

Figure 3.1 portrays a conceptual view of the distributed Linda system’s topology, showing 

the two subsystems, their components, and the relationships between the various compo- 

nents of both subsystems, in terms of their communications interfaces. The function of 

each component is described below. 

Figure 3.2 shows one likely organization of the distributed Linda system, operating on a 

network of five computers. The independent control and data information paths are 

depicted as two distinct “buses” connecting various components of the Linda-LAN. This 

illustration also indicates that any Linda-LAN component can co-reside on a machine with 

any other component. This characteristic of the Linda-LAN provides flexibility for use on 

both large and small networks. 
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3.2.2 Components of the Control Subsystem 

The control subsystem is made up of the Linda-LAN System Manager (L-Man) and the 

per-workstation Communications Manager (L-Com). 

L-Man - the Linda-LAN System Manager 

A single L-Man System Manager process maintains control over the entire distributed 

environment and has knowledge of the state of the distributed system and the status of all 

machines participating in the system. L-Man functions as a command dispatcher. Com- 

mands needing to be sent to and processed by all nodes on the Linda-LAN (such as dis- 

tribute executable program, prepare for program start-up, and program shutdown) are 

sent by L-Man to the L-Coms on each node. L-Man is also responsible for selecting 

machines on which to instantiate new Linda processes. It makes these decisions based on 

load average information obtained from the L-Com processes on each machine in the 

environment. 

L-Com - the Workstation Communications Manager 

L-Man spawns an L-Com process on each machine participating in the distributed envi- 

ronment. L-Com serves as the point of communication for L-Man on each workstation. 

That is, any messages (from Linda processes or from users) which need to be processed by 

L-Man are transmitted to L-Com, and L-Com forwards them to L-Man. Similarly, L-Man 

distributes commands to the system by sending them to the L-Coms. When L-Man selects 

a machine on which to instantiate a new Linda process, it initiates the action by sending an 

appropriate message to that machine’s L-Com. Each L-Com also periodically (and asyn- 

chronously) reports its workstation’s load average to L-Man, so that L-Man has up-to-date 

information for deciding where to instantiate new Linda processes. 
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3.2.3 Components of the Data Subsystem 

The data subsystem is made up of the Tuple Space Manager (TS-Man) and the per-work- 

station Tuple Data Manager (L-Kernel), which is the Linda process’s link to TS-Man and 

Tuple Space. 

TS-Man - the Tuple Space Manager 

TS-Man handles all access to Tuple Space, including incoming tuples, incoming requests 

for tuples, and outgoing tuples (i.e. responses to requests). TS-Man has a data stream 

socket link to each workstation’s L-Kernel. All tuple and template communication with 

Linda processes on a workstation occur over this link. TS-Man also maintains a control 

stream socket link to L-Man. This link is used to notify L-Man whenever an active tuple 

arrives in Tuple Space (this mechanism is discussed further in Chapter 4). As in Schu- 

mann’s Separate Tuple Space Manager version of Linda described in Section 2.3, TS-Man 

processes each request completely before receiving the next request, thereby serializing 

and synchronizing access to Tuple Space. 

L-Kernel - the Workstation Tuple Data Manager 

L-Kernel (whose name is historical, rather than derived from its function) is responsible 

for handling the flow of all tuple information between Linda processes on a workstation 

and the Linda-LAN’s TS-Man. L-Kernel’s primary purpose is to reduce the number of 

stream socket connections required between TS-Man and Linda processes by multiplexing 

tuple and template data from all the Linda processes on the workstation into a single 

socket connection to TS-Man. L-Kernel also must demultiplex all tuple data received from 

TS-Man, and forward this data to the proper Linda processes. 
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Another advantage of our design is that Linda processes establish connections to L-Kernel 

(rather than to TS-Man, as in Schumann’s Linda system), removing the burden of connec- 

tion management tasks from the Tuple Space Manager. TS-Man’s purpose is to service 

requests for access to Tuple Space. It’s performance would suffer unnecessarily from hav- 

ing to manage this additional activity. Our design distributes this connection management 

function over all the machines in the environment. All socket connections between TS- 

Man and L-Kernels are established before the Linda program runs. 

3.3. Focus on design of data components 

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, this overview of the distributed Linda environ- 

ment’s topology serves as a framework for the design and implementation discussion in 

Chapter 4. The primary design work presented in this thesis is the mechanism for distrib- 

uting EVAL operations. This mechanism enables a Linda process to instantiate a new 

Linda process on a remote machine. We focus entirely on the design of the data subsystem 

of the Linda-LAN, and refer to the control subsystem only to describe how its functional- 

ity is used by components of the data subsystem in handling EVAL operations. 
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4.0 Remote Process Instantiation and Execution 

Chapter 3 presents the overall topology of the Linda-LAN environment, and discusses fac- 

tors which serve to motivate our design of that topology. This chapter presents the design 

of the distributed Linda system’s mechanism for concurrent transformation of active 

tuples into passive tuples. This mechanism is invoked by calling Linda’s EVAL operation. 

4.1 Design Goals and Issues 

Before discussing the details of the EVAL handling mechanism, we list specific goals for 

the design, and then examine various issues which have been addressed and resolved by 

the design. 

4.1.1 Goals for the Design of the EVAL Mechanism 

One of our major goals in designing the distributed Linda system was to reuse the Sepa- 

rate Tuple Space Manager version of Linda, on which we have based the development of 

the distributed system. For convenience, we refer to the Separate Tuple Space Manager 

version as the “D-Kernel” implementation, since it provides a Distributable Kernel. Other 

goals we wanted to realize in our design include the following: 

¢ Leave D-Kernel’s Tuple Space access routines intact. In fact, our goal has been to use 

D-Kernel’s Tuple Space Manager program as an almost-complete model for the 

TS-Man component of the Linda-LAN run time system. Only minor modifications 

need to be made to utilize the Tuple Space Manager in a distributed context, and to 

enable TS-Man to accept and store active tuples. 
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¢ Reuse D-Kernel’s stream socket communication interface between Linda processes 

and the Tuple Space Manager. This interface provides the mechanism by which Linda 

processes and the Tuple Space Manager are able to send and receive tuples over a 

serial stream socket. 

* Generate a single executable file. Both the Yale and D-Kernel implementations of the 

Linda compiler generate a single executable file from the user’s Linda source code. 

Because of the conceptual simplicity of this model, we want the distributed system to 

operate in a similar fashion. That is, the Linda compiler is to generate a single 

executable file which is distributed to all workstations participating in the Linda-LAN. 

(Distribution of executable files is described in Appendix A.) 

¢ Design an EVAL mechanism which is consistent with the Linda paradigm. The 

D-Kernel and Yale systems simply invoke the fork() system call to spawn new 

processes to execute active tuple transformation code, but we want Linda processes in 

the distributed system to place actual active tuples in Tuple Space. As stated in Section 

2.1, active tuples in Tuple Space are transformed into passive tuples “by the Linda 

system,” rather than by the Linda processes which create them. 

¢ Exploit Tuple Space and Linda’s IN and OUT operations in the design of the 

distributed EVAL operation. Since the D-Kernel implementation already provides for 

the transfer of tuple data between Linda processes on one machine and Tuple Space on 

another, the design of the distributed system’s EVAL mechanism should exploit this 

capability. In particular, Tuple Space and Linda’s IN and OUT primitives should be 

utilized in the system’s implementation of EVAL. That is, we want use Linda in the 

implementation of the distributed version of Linda. 
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4.1.2 Issues to be Resolved by the Design 

The remaining obstacle of the D-Kernel system to be overcome is its dependence on the 

semantics of the Unix fork() system call in implementing the Linda EVAL operation. 

As outlined in Chapter 2, fork () allows a Linda process to spawn an exact copy of itself 

to execute the code implementing a given EVAL call (that is, to transform an active tuple 

into a passive tuple). However, fork() can create a new process only on the same 

machine as the process that called fork (). But, the distributed system requires a Linda 

process to effect the creation of new Linda processes on remote machines. Since no 

“remote fork()” is available, a new mechanism for handling the EVAL operation must be 

constructed. As discussed in the previous section, we want the distributed system to han- 

dle EVALs in a manner which is consistent with the Linda paradigm. 

Several issues must be addressed in the design of such an EVAL mechanism: 

(1) Remote process instantiation, 

(2) Identification of the proper code for execution by a new Linda process, and 

(3) “Inheritance” of the proper execution environment by the new Linda process 

Again, our approach in resolving these issues is guided by the desire to minimize the 

extent of modifications to the D-Kernel implementation on which the distributed system is 

based. 

Remote process instantiation 

The first step in creating a new Linda process is the actual instantiation of a new process 

on a remote machine. That is, once a Linda process has placed an active tuple in Tuple 

Space, there must be a way for the Linda system to (1) recognize that an active tuple 
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awaits transformation in Tuple Space, and (2) instantiate a new process on a participating 

Linda-LAN machine to transform this active tuple into a passive tuple. Section 4.2 

describes how these steps are carried out by components within the Linda-LAN environ- 

ment. 

Identification of the proper code for execution by a remote Linda process 

Once the Linda system has instantiated a new process to handle an active tuple, that pro- 

cess must determine which active tuple it is to evaluate, or more specifically, what code it 

must execute. Section 2.2 describes the process creation mechanism in the Yale and 

D-Kernel systems. When a process in one of these systems encounters a call to EVAL, it 

invokes fork() to create a new child process. This child process executes the code 

implementing the EVAL call. The parent process continues executing its own code with- 

out waiting for the child to complete. In these implementations, the child process com- 

mences execution at the point in the code where the fork () call is initiated. This feature 

is provided by fork(). The new process it creates is an almost exact duplicate of the 

calling process. In particular, values of all the parent’s system and user data are preserved 

in the child, including the current instruction pointer. 

The distributed Linda system cannot enjoy this benefit of the fork () call since it is not 

the Linda program which creates new processes with fork (). In the distributed version, 

it is the responsibility of the Linda system, rather than the user’s Linda program, to create 

a new Linda process. Since the distributed system’s compiler generates only a single exe- 

cutable program file from the user’s Linda source code, an instantiation of that program 

“inherits” the code of the process which called the EVAL operation. However, this instan- 

tiation must be informed of the point in the code at which it is to begin execution. That is, 
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the new process must be told the address of the block of code which implements an evalu- 

ation of the specific active tuple. 

“Inheritance” of the proper execution environment by the new process 

Within the Linda paradigm, when an active tuple is placed in Tuple Space, it contains all 

pertinent specifications to ensure a correct transformation to a passive tuple. In the Yale 

and D-Kernel versions of Linda, physically acquiring those pertinent specifications relies 

again on the semantics of the fork() system call. In particular, when a new process is 

forked to evaluate an active tuple, it inherits a copy of the execution environment (or 

address space) of the forking process. As discussed above, this means that the child pro- 

cess will have its own copy of all the parent’s system and user data. The implication is that 

the new Linda process automatically receives the necessary transformation specifications. 

No further interprocess communication is required to transform the associated active tuple 

into a passive one. 

Similarly, when a process is instantiated by the distributed Linda system on a remote 

machine, it too needs all pertinent specifications to evaluate an active tuple. Because the 

direct sharing of address space is not possible in a purely distributed environment, “inher- 

itance” of such specifications must be achieved in an indirect manner. Essentially, a list of 

arguments that conveys the execution parameters associated with the active tuple must be 

passed to the new remote process. 

4.2 Remote Linda Process Instantiation 

One of the major functions of the Linda-LAN environment is instantiating new Linda pro- 

cesses to (1) transform active tuples into passive tuples, and (2) place those passive tuples 
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back in Tuple Space. This instantiation process is accomplished by the following sequence 

of events (see Figure 4.1): 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

A Linda process uses the EVAL operation to send an active tuple to Tuple Space. 

The Tuple Space Manager (TS-Man) receives the active tuple, places it into Tuple 

Space, and notifies the Linda-LAN System Manger (L-Man) that an active tuple 

awaits evaluation. 

L-Man selects a Linda-LAN node to evaluate the active tuple (based on its 

knowledge of the current load average of each machine participating in the Linda- 

LAN), and sends a handle active tuple command to that node’s L-Com. 

L-Com forwards this command to its L-Kernel. 

L-Kernel receives the command, and calls fork () to create a new process. 

The parent L-Kernel process continues its normal processing, but the new child 

process immediately calls the Unix execl1() system call to transform itself into a 

new process, running the executable Linda program generated by the Linda 

compiler. 

Whereas the instantiation of a new Linda process is direct in the Yale and D-Kernel imple- 

mentations (where a Linda process’s calling EVAL results in its direct invocation of the 

fork() system call), it is indirect in the distributed Linda system, as implied by Figure 

4.1. The fork() call is used by the distributed system to create new processes, but this 

system does not depend on any other semantics of fork (). In particular, the new Linda 

process employs the exec1() system call to enable execution of the compiler-generated 

program from its beginning. The following section describes the distributed system’s 
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mechanism for providing a new Linda process with the information it needs to address the 

proper code in the executable program. 

4.3 Identification of the Proper Code for Execution by a Remote Linda Process 

As stated, the Linda compiler generates a single executable program file from the user’s 

source code. The implication is that the Linda program run by the user is the same pro- 

gram which is run by the Linda system when new Linda processes are instantiated (either 

locally or remotely). This section describes how a new Linda process identifies and exe- 

cutes the block of code which implements the evaluation of a specific active tuple. 

Partitioning of Preprocessed Source Code into Real_main() and Case_main() 

When a programmer writes a Linda program, he names his “main()” function real_- 

main(). The actual main() function (which is where a C program’s execution begins) 

resides in the Linda run time library. The D-Kernel system’s main() function connects 

the Linda process to the Tuple Space Manager and then calls the user’s real_main() 

function. Since the main Linda program is invoked only once in this system, this arrange- 

ment functions properly. 

However, the distributed system’s main Linda program is run by each new Linda process. 

Since there is only a single executable Linda program, each remote instantiation must rec- 

ognize that it is to evaluate an active tuple rather than execute the user’s real_main () 

code. In other words, remote Linda processes should not commence execution of the 

Linda program from the beginning, but should jump directly to the code which imple- 

ments the evaluation of the appropriate active tuple. 
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To implement this requirement, the Linda compiler (that is, the preprocessor which trans- 

forms embedded Linda operations into C code) has been modified to generate a special 

function that is to be executed by remote Linda processes instead of the user’s real_- 

main () function. This function, which we refer to as “case_main()”, determines (through 

a mechanism discussed in the next section) which EVAL operation is to be “called”, and 

then calls the appropriate functions implementing that particular EVAL operation. 

A Linda process decides whether to execute real_main() or case_main() by deter- 

mining whether it was started by the user, or by the Linda system. It makes this determina- 

tion by examining the process id of its parent process. A Linda process started by the 

Linda system will have L-Kernel as its parent process, as discussed in Section 4.2. 

Case_main() is a special Linda process start-up function, so named because the calls to 

the functions implementing the various EVALs are grouped together inside a C language 

“switch()” decision code block. Each “case” in the switch block represents a different 

EVAL call in the original Linda source program. 

To accommodate this approach, the Linda compiler has been modified to assign a unique 

ID number to each EVAL call encountered in the Linda source code. The Linda compiler 

uses this EVAL call ID as the basis for the switch () block. That is, the case_main() 

function first determines which EVAL is to be executed by obtaining an EVAL call ID 

from the Linda system (as more fully described in the next section), and then calls the 

appropriate functions which implement the corresponding EVAL based on the value of 

that EVAL call ID. This is illustrated by the following pseudocode fragment: 

case_main() { 

get new EVAL_id 

Switch ( EVAL_id ) { 
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case 1: make calls for EVAL 1 

case 2: make calls for EVAL 2 

Obtaining an EVAL ID from the Linda System 

When a remote process has been instantiated to handle an EVAL operation, the first infor- 

mation it requires from the parent process (i.e. the process that called EVAL) is the ID of 

the particular EVAL which it is intended to handle. Therefore, when a process executing a 

Linda program encounters an EVAL call, the first thing it must do is impart the corre- 

sponding EVAL call ID to the process which will actually execute the EVAL code. 

The semantics of the EVAL operation suggest that the process calling the EVAL place this 

piece of information in Tuple Space, rather than somehow pass it as a parameter to the 

remotely instantiated process or send it by means of some new protocol. If the process 

calling the EVAL simply OUTs the EVAL call ID to Tuple Space at the time of the EVAL 

call, then the remote process can IN the EVAL call ID at the time of EVAL execution. In 

this way, the remote process “inherits” from its parent process information which specifies 

the part of the Linda code which it must execute. (In the Yale and D-Kernel Linda systems, 

this issue does not arise, because the information is known implicitly by the new process, 

through those systems’ use of the fork () call.) Since the new Linda process obtains the 

EVAL ID from the globally shared Tuple Space, this process has no need to communicate 

directly with the process that called EVAL. 
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Shielding EVAL ID tuples from user operations 

The OUT and IN calls which send EVAL IDs to Tuple Space and retrieve them from Tuple 

Space are different from OUTs and INs found in user programs. Internally, the distributed 

Linda compiler uses its own functions to handle EVAL call IDs. Aptly, these functions are 

called out_eval_id() and in_eval_id(). These functions differ from user-called 

OUTs and INs only in that they manipulate a reserved area of Tuple Space which is not 

accessible to user operations. Each EVAL ID tuple contains a single integer field which 

contains the ID of the EVAL call. Because of the consistent structure of all EVAL ID 

tuples, out_eval_id() and in_eval_id() can be used as reusable implementa- 

tions of OUT and IN operations for manipulating the special EVAL ID area of Tuple 

Space. 

The approach described in this section effectively partitions the preprocessed source code 

into real_main() and case_main(). By organizing the code this way and transfer- 

ring EVAL IDs through Tuple Space, we have addressed the problem of how to inform a 

new independent process of the names of the functions it is to call to evaluate a specific 

active tuple. These functions are identified by a corresponding ID number, which the pro- 

cess obtains from Tuple Space. By transferring EVAL IDs through Tuple Space using Lin- 

da’s OUT and IN operations, the distributed system takes advantage of Linda’s existing 

interprocess communication (IPC) facilities. 

4.4 “Inheritance” of the Proper Execution Environment by the New Process 

As discussed, when a new Linda process is instantiated, it must be able to inherit the exe- 

cution environment of its parent process. Again, Linda’s IPC facilities are employed to 

transfer this information from “parent” to “child” process. As stated, this approach avoids 
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the need to design and implement a new set of protocols to transfer the necessary transfor- 

mation specifications to the new Linda process. 

The remaining specifications needed by the remote process are the execution parameters 

for the EVAL at run time. These are the values of the fields of the active tuple, i.e. the 

arguments to the EVAL call. As with the EVAL call ID, this argument list can be OUT-ed 

to Tuple Space, and the remote Linda process can later IN the arguments. However, since 

the number and types of the fields of active tuples can vary from EVAL call to EVAL call, 

the argument list must be uniquely associated with the corresponding EVAL call ID before 

being sent to Tuple Space. Similarly, the remote Linda process must use the EVAL ID in 

its request for the corresponding argument list from Tuple Space. 

This association is accomplished by prepending the EVAL call ID to the argument list 

tuple as a new field before the tuple is sent to Tuple Space. The remote process then 

prepends the EVAL ID (previously retrieved from Tuple Space with an IN call) to its 

request for the active tuple’s argument list. For example, if the EVAL ID retrieved by the 

remote process is 1, then the process can request the argument list for the active tuple 

whose EVAL ID is 1. 

The code for the EVAL call is conceptually redefined as follows: 

EVAL( tuple } 

is translated into 

OUT( EVAL_id ) 

OUT( EVAL_id, tuple_fields ) 
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The case_main() code is then generated as follows: 

IN( ?EVAL_id ) 

switch( EVAL_id ) { 

case 1: 

IN( 1, ?tuple_i_fields ) 

OUT( tuple_1 ) 

break 

case 2: 

IN( 2, ?tuple_2_fields ) 

OUT( tuple_2 ) 

break 

It is essential that the EVAL call IDs be sent to and retrieved from Tuple Space separately 

from the argument lists. If the EVAL(tuple) call were implemented simply as 

OUT(EVAL_id, tuple_fields), then the remote process would have no way of 

knowing which particular IN( 7EVAL_id, ?tuple_fields) function to invoke that 

has a corresponding tuple in Tuple Space. Not only must the EVAL ID match, so must the 

number and types of the tuple fields. Our solution as described above allows a remote 

process to first retrieve an active tuple ID from Tuple Space. If more than one active tuple 

is waiting in Tuple Space for evaluation, it doesn’t matter which one is retrieved. The 

remote process will be able to correctly retrieve the corresponding execution parameters 

by calling the IN(EVAL_id, ?tuple_fields) function with the matching EVAL 

ID. 
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Function arguments to EVAL operations 

As discussed in Section 2.1, the EVAL operation is used in a Linda program to create con- 

current processes for the purpose of executing functions. Typically, at least one of the 

fields of an EVAL’s argument list is a call to a function. This is referred to as an “EVAL-ed 

function’’. Ideally, the address of such a function would be transferred to the new remote 

Linda process by sending a pointer to the function as a member of the EVAL operation’s 

argument list. However, because pointers cannot be passed meaningfully through Tuple 

Space to remote processes (since a remote process does not share code address space with 

the process which requested its instantiation), only the values of any arguments to EVAL- 

ed functions (along with the values of any non-function fields) are included in such an 

active tuple’s argument list. 

For example, consider the following: 

EVAL( £( i) ) 

If we assume that the ID of this EVAL call is 3, then this EVAL call is translated into the 

following operations: 

OUT{ 3 ) 

OUT( 3, i ) 
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The corresponding case_main() code would be: 

IN( ?EVAL_id ) 

Switch( EVAL_id ) { 

case 3: 

IN( 3, ?1i ) 

oUT( f£( i) ) 

break 

Note that the function to be EVAL-ed, £(i), appears in the OUT operation in the 

case_main() code, rather than in the call to EVAL. The semantics of an OUT require 

that this function be evaluated before the corresponding passive tuple is placed in Tuple 

Space. But, this is exactly what we want because the remotely instantiated process is exe- 

cuting the case_main() code. 

Shielding EVAL argument list tuples from user operations 

As with EVAL ID tuples, EVAL argument list tuples must not be accessible to Linda oper- 

ations in the user’s program. Unlike EVAL ID tuples, the structure of each EVAL argu- 

ment list tuple can be unique. That is, the fields of these tuples can vary in number and 

type. As described, the Linda compiler manages the problem of varying numbers and 

types of tuple fields by generating a new unique C function for each Linda operation. We 

want to use this capability of the Linda compiler in managing EVAL argument list tuples. 

The Linda compiler analyzes all the Linda operations in a user’s Linda program, and 

places them together in various “sets”. These sets are defined by the number and types of 
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the fields found in each tuple and template. All tuples and templates belonging to a given 

set must have the same number of fields, and fields in a given field position must have the 

same data type throughout the tuple set. 

To shield EVAL argument list tuples from user operations, the distributed Linda compiler 

has been modified to force EVAL argument list tuples into tuple sets which do not also 

contain user tuples. This prevents user tuples and Linda operations from interfering with 

the EVAL mechanism. 

4.5 A More Complete Example 

We can now demonstrate more precisely how an EVAL operation will be translated by the 

Linda compiler. Consider again the following example: 

eval( f( i) ) 

The Linda compiler transforms this operation into a new C function and a corresponding 

call to the new function. The Linda compiler ensures that the names of these new func- 

tions do not conflict with the names of any user or library functions. For simplicity, we 

will assume that the name of the C function generated by the Linda compiler for this 

EVAL operation is “new_eval’”. The call to the EVAL operation is then transformed into: 

new_eval({ i ) 

If this EVAL operation’s ID is 6, then the new_eval() function is generated by the 

compiler as follows: 
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new_eval ( int argl ) { 

out_eval_id( 6 ); 

new_eval_a( argl ); 

As described, the out_eval_id() function sends the EVAL operation’s ID to Tuple 

Space: 

out_eval_id( int argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.nbr_fields = 1; 

t.field[1] = argl; 

out_eval( &t ); 

out_eval () is one of the functions in the Linda run time library which uses D-Kernel’s 

stream socket communication interface. It specifically addresses the request to the 

reserved EVAL area of Tuple Space and writes the request to the socket. 

The new_eval_a() function is also generated by the compiler. It sends the EVAL’s 

argument list to Tuple Space as follows: 

new_eval_a( int argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.nbr_fields = 2; 

t.field[1] 6; 

t.field[2] argl; 

out_partition( &t ); 
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Notice that the EVAL ID 6 has been inserted into this tuple at field position 1. Similar to 

out_eval(), the out_partition() library function addresses the request to a 

specific part of Tuple Space and writes the request to the socket. “Partition” is one of three 

logical partitions of Tuple Space. These partitions are described in Chapter 5. 

The following pseudocode represents the case_main() function: 

case_main() { 

int op_id; 

in_eval_id( &op_id ); 

switch( op_id ) { 

case 6: { 

int argl; 

new_eval_b( &argl ); 

new_eval_c( argl ); 

break; 

default: 

break; 
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The in_eval_id() function is the counterpart to out_eval_id(). It obtains an 

EVAL operation ID from the EVAL area of Tuple Space: 

in_eval_id( int *argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.nbr_fields = 1; 

t.field[1] = argl; 

in_eval( &t ); 

The first (and only) field of the template sent to Tuple Space by this function is a formal 

field. When in_eval() returns, the value of the variable pointed to by argi is the 

EVAL ID of an active tuple waiting for evaluation in Tuple Space. 

Similarly, the new_eval_b() function is the counterpart to new_eval_a(). It 

retrieves the EVAL operation’s argument list from TS. 

new_eval_b( int *argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.nbr_fields = 2; 

t.field[1] U o7
 

t.field[2] argl; 

in_partition( &t ); 

Again, the first field of the template is the EVAL ID. The second field is a formal field 

which specifies the variable in which to place the corresponding field from the matching 

tuple in Tuple Space. 
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Finally, the new_eval_c() function actually evaluates the newly retrieved active tuple, 

and places the resulting passive tuple back into TS: 

new_eval_c( int argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.nbr_fields = 1; 

t.field[1] = f( argl ); 

out_partition( &t ); 

This example demonstrates that each EVAL operation in a Linda program is transformed 

by the distributed Linda system’s compiler into four new functions: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The original EVAL call is translated into a call to a new function, which we refer to 

as new_eval(). The new_eval() function calls out_eval_id() and 

new_eval_a(). 

The new_eval_a() function sends the EVAL’s argument list to TS. 

The new_eval_b/() function retrieves the EVAL’s argument list from TS. 

The new_eval_c() function evaluates the active tuple, and places the resulting 

passive tuple in TS. 

In addition, the compiler generates the code for a “case” in the switch() block of 

case_main(). This case code actually calls new_eval_b() and new_eval_c(). 

Each of these compiler-generated functions uses existing Tuple Space access mechanisms 

to transfer the necessary transformation specifications to new remote Linda processes. 

Essentially, we have used Linda itself to implement a distributed version of Linda. 
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5.0 Data Subsystem Components and their Interaction 

This chapter presents the components of the Linda-LAN’s data subsystem. Section 5.1 

presents TS-Man and the Split Tuple Space version of the distributed system. Section 5.2 

describes the purpose and design of L-Kernel. Finally, Section 5.3 discusses issues related 

to the interaction between the Linda process, L-Kernel, and TS-Man. 

5.1 TS-Man and Split Tuple Space 

As stated in 4.1.1, the TS-Man component of the Linda-LAN’s data subsystem was mod- 

eled directly from the D-Kernel implementation’s Tuple Space Manager. This section lists 

the major functions of TS-Man and provides an overview of its code organization. Next, 

we briefly discuss the internal partitions of Tuple Space. This discussion serves as back- 

ground to a presentation of the Split Tuple Space version of the distributed system, which 

provides for concurrent access to the various Tuple Space partitions. 

Functions of the TS-Man component 

¢ Accept connection requests from L-Kernels. These connections are established as part 

of the process of starting up the data subsystem, before the user’s Linda program 

begins execution. (Data subsystem startup is detailed in Appendix A.) 

¢ Accept and service requests for access to Tuple Space. These requests originate with 

Linda processes, and are forwarded to TS-Man by the L-Kernels. 

¢ Notify L-Man of the arrival of all active tuples. 
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Overall Design of TS-Man 

TS-Man is implemented as a single interrupt-driven loop, as shown by the following 

pseudocode: 

while ( not done ) { 

select( set of connected L-Kernel sockets ) 

for ( each L-Kernel socket ) { 

if ( data is available on socket ) { 

service_request( socket )} 

TS-Man waits for data to arrive from any of the connected L-Kernels. When data arrives 

on any socket, select () returns and TS-Man processes requests on all sockets which 

currently have data available to be read. TS-Man processes several types of requests from 

Linda processes, including IN, RD, OUT, and EVAL: 

¢ When TS-Man receives an IN or RD request, it searches Tuple Space for a matching 

tuple. If no matching tuple is found, the request is placed on a “wait list’, where it 

remains until a matching tuple arrives in Tuple Space. 

¢ When TS-Man receives an OUT request, it first checks the wait lists for matching RD 

and IN requests. If the newly arrived tuple is not consumed by a waiting IN request, 

then TS-Man places it in Tuple Space. 

e When TS-Man receives an EVAL request, it places the new tuple in the reserved 

EVAL ID area of Tuple Space, and sends notification to L-Man that an active tuple 

awaits evaluation in TS. 
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TS-Man’s request servicing function is represented by the following pseudocode: 

service_request() { 

read request from socket 

if ( request == (IN or RD) ) { 

if ( a matching tuple is found in TS ) 

return matching tuple 

else 

place request on appropriate wait list (IN or RD) 

else if ( request == OUT ) { 

for ( each request on the RD wait list ) { 

if ( new tuple matches RD request ) 

return copy of new tuple 

} 

if { a matching request is found on the IN wait list ) 

return new tuple 

else 

place new tuple in TS 

} 

else { /*--- ( request == EVAL ) ---*/ 

place new tuple in EVAL area of TS 

notify L-Man 
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Tuple Space Partitions 

As discussed in section 4.4, the Yale and D-Kernel systems’ Linda compiler places Linda 

operations together into sets. In addition, the compiler assigns one of three tuple manage- 

ment strategies to each tuple set, based on specific characteristics of the tuples and tem- 

plates in each set. TS-Man employs a different tuple storage data structure and tuple 

searching and matching method for each of the tuple management strategies. These differ- 

ent data structures and access methods comprise three distinct partitions in Tuple Space. 

The three strategies, named for the type of algorithm they use, are Counting Semaphore, 

Queue, and Hash. 

The primary reason for the various tuple management strategies and corresponding Tuple 

Space partitions is to optimize matching of tuples and templates. Schumann gives a thor- 

ough discussion of the internal structure of Tuple Space in [SCHC93]. 

Section 4.3 introduces a reserved area of Tuple Space, which is used only for EVAL ID 

tuples. This reserved area is actually a fourth Tuple Space partition: the Eval Partition. 

Split Tuple Space 

Since Tuple Space is already divided into disjoint partitions in the Yale and D-Kernel 

implementations, we decided to take advantage of this partitioning to exploit concurrency. 

That is, we have created a Split Tuple Space version of the distributed system. In this sys- 

tem, a separate Tuple Space Manager process is run for each distinct partition of Tuple 

Space. Running each of these TS-Man processes on a separate machine of the Linda-LAN 

provides for concurrent access to the various partitions of Tuple Space. For example, one 

Linda process can access the Queue Partition while another Linda process simultaneously 

accesses the Hash Partition. 
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Conveniently, the organization of the previous system’s Tuple Space and TS-Man program 

has made the actual construction of the components of Split Tuple Space relatively easy. 

The major problems which had to be addressed involved the interaction of the various 

TS-Man processes with the L-Kernels, with each other, and with the control subsystem 

(which we did not want to modify for this purpose). These considerations are discussed in 

section 5.3. 

Figure 5.1 depicts a conceptual view of the Split Tuple Space version of the distributed 

system. 

5.2 L-Kernel 

This section provides an overview of the function and design of the L-Kernel component 

of the data subsystem, and describes how L-Kernel handles commands and requests. 

Functions of the L-Kernel component 

We stated in 3.2.3 that the primary purpose of the L-Kernel component of the data sub- 

system is to reduce the number of stream socket connections required between TS-Man 

and Linda processes. This is accomplished by multiplexing requests from Linda pro- 

cesses, and demultiplexing responses from TS-Man. That is, all Linda processes executing 

on a Linda-LAN machine send their requests for Tuple Space access to L-Kernel. 

L-Kernel reads these requests from multiple sockets and forwards them to TS-Man on a 

single socket (or on one socket per TS-Man process in the Split Tuple Space system). 
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Overall Design of L-Kernel 

L-Kernel communicates through socket connections with various components in both the 

control and data subsystems. These components include: 

e L-Com - L-Kernel receives several commands from L-Com, including 

handle active tuple and system shutdown. 

e TS-Man - L-Kernel forwards all tuples and requests for tuples to TS-Man 

through this socket, and receives all responses from TS-Man from 

this socket. 

¢ Linda processes - L-Kernel has a socket connection to each Linda process on the 

machine on which L-Kernel is running. 

L-Kernel is implemented as an interrupt-driven loop, as shown by this pseudocode: 

while ( not done ) { 

select ( set of connected sockets ) { 

if ( data is available from L-Com ) 

service L-Com socket 

if ( data is available from TS-Man ) 

service TS-Man socket 

for ( each Linda process socket ) 

if ( data is available from Linda process socket ) 

service Linda process socket 

L-Kernel waits for data to arrive from any of the connected processes. When data arrives 

on any socket, select () returns and L-Kernel processes requests on all sockets which 

currently have data available to be read. 
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L-Kernel services its socket connections in the following order: 

(1) L-Com socket 

(2) TS-Man socket 

(3) Linda process sockets 

The sockets are serviced in this order because of the relative importance we attach to the 

data arriving from their respective processes (L-Com, TS-Man, and Linda processes). 

“Handle Active Tuple” command from L-Com 

As described in section 4.2, when L-Kemel receives a handle active tuple command from 

its L-Com, it calls the Unix fork() system call to create a copy of itself. The original 

(parent) L-Kernel returns to service the next socket. The newly created (child) copy of 

L-Kernel closes all its socket connections (since it inherits these from the parent process), 

and then immediately invokes the Unix execl() system call to replace the L-Kernel 

code with Linda process code. 

Header and Data Packets 

One of L-Kernel’s main tasks is to handle requests from both Linda processes and 

TS-Man. Before discussing L-Kernel’s handling of these requests, it should be made clear 

that each request from a Linda process (whether tuple or template) and each response from 

TS-Man is composed of a “header” packet, which is of fixed length, and a “data” packet, 

which is of variable length. The length of the data packet is stored as a field in the header 

packet. Therefore, reading a request from a socket involves the following steps: 
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(1) Read the header packet, which is always the same size 

(2) Extract the header’s field which specifies the length (in bytes) of the data packet, 

(3) Read the appropriate number of data packet bytes from the socket 

(4) If necessary, reconstruct the tuple or template. 

This scheme prevents data belonging to different requests from becoming scrambled, and 

enables all the processes in the data subsystem to determine the number of data bytes to 

attempt to read from a socket for each request. 

L-Kernel’s Handling of Requests 

When L-Kernel determines that a request is waiting to be read from a Linda process or 

from TS-Man, it services that request by performing the following sequence of actions: 

(1) Read the header packet from the appropriate socket, 

(2) Forward the header packet to the destination process by writing it to the 

corresponding socket, 

(3) Read the appropriate number of data packet bytes from the socket into an 

unstructured block of memory, 

(4) Forward the data packet to the destination process. 

This scheme is advantageous in two respects: 

¢ It exploits concurrency by sending a request’s header packet to the destination process 

before reading the potentially large data packet. Consequently, the destination process, 
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which may be otherwise idle, can begin processing the data before it all has been sent 

by L-Kernel. 

« L-Kernel does not need to understand the internal structure of tuples and templates. It 

simply reads the proper number of bytes from one socket, and writes them to another. 

As aresult, L-Kernel can forward data more quickly. 

5.3. Interaction Between Data Subsystem Components 

This section discusses several issues related to the interaction between the various compo- 

nents of the data subsystem. These issues include: 

¢ Directing responses from TS-Man back to the proper Linda process. 

e Adapting L-Kernel and TS-Man to the Split Tuple Space version of the system 

Directing Responses from TS-Man Back to the Proper Linda Process 

The D-Kernel system’s Tuple Space Manager (called “dkernel’’) is able to respond directly 

to a retrieval request since in that system, Linda processes have direct socket connections 

to dkernel. One of the fields of the data structure into which dkernel reads each request is 

the socket from which the request is read. When a retrieval request is matched with a 

tuple, that tuple is returned to the Linda process which sent the request by writing the 

response (which includes the matching tuple) to the same socket from which the request 

was originally received. 

However, the distributed system’s TS-Man reads requests from all Linda processes execut- 

ing on a given machine from the same socket. This socket is connected to the L-Kernel 

process on that machine. A Linda process sends a TS access request to its L-Kernel, rather 
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than directly to TS-Man. L-Kernel forwards each request to TS-Man. When TS-Man is 

ready to respond to a request, it simply writes the response back to the same socket from 

which the request was originally read, just as in the D-Kernel system. This results in the 

response being delivered to the proper L-Kernel, but the problem now 1s for L-Kernel to 

determine which of its connected Linda processes is the proper recipient. 

This problem is solved by adding a “Linda process socket” field to TS-Man’s request and 

response storage structure, and by using this same structure in the L-Kernel. When L-Ker- 

nel receives a request from a Linda process, it stores in the “Linda process socket” field 

the address of the socket from which the request is read, and then forwards the request to 

the appropriate TS-Man. When TS-Man receives the request, it stores the address of the L- 

Kernel socket from which the request is read in the “L-Kernel socket” field. This is the 

socket to which it sends its response. On receiving the response, L-Kernel forwards it to 

the socket specified in the “Linda process socket” field. 

Adapting L-Kernel and TS-Man to the Split Tuple Space version of the system 

As stated in section 5.1, the difficulties in creating the Split Tuple Space version of the dis- 

tributed system involve the interaction of the various TS-Man processes with other com- 

ponents in the Linda-LAN. The issues which had to be addressed include the following: 

(1) L-Man (a member of the control subsystem) creates only a single TS-Man process. 

A mechanism must be designed for creating the other TS-Man processes. 

(2) Each L-Kernel must connect to each TS-Man process during data subsystem start- 

up. However, L-Com, a member of the control subsystem, informs L-Kernel only 

of the machine name and socket address of a single TS-Man component. We must 

design a mechanism for connecting L-Kernels to the other TS-Man processes. 
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(3) 

(4) 

The manager of the Eval Partition of TS must notify L-Man when active tuples 

arrive, and therefore must have a socket connection to L-Man. 

L-Kernels must now examine each request from Linda processes to determine the 

destination TS-Man process. 

The design for the Split Tuple Space version of the distributed system addresses each of 

these issues as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Since L-Man is involved with TS-Man in two respects (data subsystem start-up 

and active tuple notification), we decided that the TS-Man process started by 

L-Man would be the one to manage the Eval Partition, and would be responsible 

for starting the other TS-Man processes as part of its own start-up routine. 

When each of the other TS-Man processes starts, it creates a socket for 

communicating with L-Kernels, and informs the Eval TS-Man of the address of 

this socket. The Eval TS-Man also creates an L-Kernel socket, and informs L-Man 

of its address. When an L-Kernel is created, it connects to the Eval TS-Man. As 

part of the initialization between these two processes, the Eval TS-Man informs 

L-Kernel of the host names and socket addresses of the other TS-Man processes. 

When L-Man starts TS-Man, it informs TS-Man of its own host name and socket 

address. Since the TS-Man started by L-Man has been designated as the Eval 

TS-Man, it connects to L-Man as part of its initialization. When active tuples 

arrive, the Eval TS-Man notifies L-Man of this fact over this communications link. 

When L-Kernel receives requests for access to Tuple Space from connected Linda 

processes, it must first read the header packet. From the header, it extracts not only 

the length of the data packet, but also the type of request. The request type dictates 
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which Tuple Space partition is to be addressed by the request, and hence, the 

destination TS-Man process. 
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6.0 Execution Dynamics: A Comprehensive Example 

To complete the overall picture of the distributed system’s provision for concurrent com- 

putation, we present an example EVAL call, and list the series of events and the flow of 

information which result from the call. Use of the Split Tuple Space version of the distrib- 

uted Linda system is assumed. 

Once again, consider the following example Linda code fragment (examined in section 

4.5) which includes a single Eval call having a single function argument: 

int £( int i); 

real_main() { 

int i; 

eval( f{ i) ); 

The main() function resides in the distributed system’s run time library, and is repre- 

sented by the following pseudocode: 
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/*--- main() is always the point of entry ---*/ 

main() { 

if ( getppid() == lkernel_pid) { 

case_main(); 

/*--- drop the connection to L-Kernel ---*/ 

case_exit(); 

} 

else { 

real_main({); 

/* drop L-Kernel connection, causing system shutdown */ 

lexit(); 

} 

The Linda compiler’s preprocessor generates C code from the Linda program. That C 

code is represented by the following pseudocode: 

/*--- real_main() is the user’s “main” Linda program ---*/ 

real_main() { 

int i; 

new_eval( i ); 

/*--- the eval() was transformed into new_eval() ---*/ 

new_eval( int argi ) { 

/*--- assume this is the 6th EVAL encountered ---*/ 

out_eval_id( 6 ); 

new_eval_a( argl ); 
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/*--- out_eval_id() sends the EVAL ID to TS ---*/ 

out_eval_id( int argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.nbr_fields = 1; 

t.field[1] = argl; 

out_eval( &t ); 

} 

/*--- new_eval_a() sends the EVAL’s argument list to TS ---*/ 

new_eval_a( int argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.nbr_fields = 2; 

t.field[1] = 6; 

t.field[2] = argl; 

out_queve( &t }; 

} 
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/*--- case_main() is the Linda process’s “main” program ---*/ 

case_main() { 

int op_id; 

in_eval_id( &op_id ); 

switch ( op_id) { 

case 6: { 

int argl; 

new_eval_b( é&argl ); 

new_eval_c( argl ); 

break; 

f 

default: 

break; 

} 

} 

/*--- in_eval_id() retrieves an EVAL ID from TS ---*/ 

in_eval_id( int *argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.field[1] = argl; 

t.nbr_fields = 1; 

in_eval( &t ); 
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/*--- new_eval_b() retrieves the EVAL’s arg list from TS ---*/ 

new_eval_b( int *argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.nbr_fields = 2; 

t.field[1] I Oo
 

t.field[2] = argl; 

in_queue( &t ); 

new_eval_c() evaluates the active tuple, and places 

the resulting passive tuple into TS 

new_eval_c( int argl ) { 

tuple_type t; 

t.nbr_fields = 1; 

t.field[1] = £({ argl ); 

out_queue( &t }; 

Figure 6.1 depicts the “hierarchy” of the function calls represented by the above 

pseudocode. 

When the above code is compiled and executed (after the Linda-LAN Control and data 

subsystems have been started), it proceeds through the sequence of events listed on the fol- 

lowing pages. Figure 6.2 depicts steps 1 through 15, and 36 through 37, and Figure 6.3 

depicts steps 16 through 35. 
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Figure 6.1. Function call hierarchy in preprocessed Linda code 
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Steps I through 8 are executed by the main Linda program: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The main Linda program begins execution of the code at the main () function, as 

does any C program. 

main() determines that the process id of its parent process is not that of 

L-Kernel. 

main() calls real_main(). 

real_main() calls new_eval (), passing it the value of the integer variable i 

as a parameter. 

new_eval() calls out_eval_id(), passing it the ID number of this 

particular Eval operation, which is 6 in this case. 

out_eval_id() constructs a tuple containing the Eval ID 6, addresses it to the 

Eval TS-Man process, and sends it (with the out_eval () library function) to the 

local L-Kernel. 

new_eval () then calls new_eval_a(), passing it the value of its own arg1, 

which is the value of real_main ()’s integer variable i. 

new_eval_a() constructs a tuple containing 2 fields. The first field contains the 

Eval ID 6 (allowing the Linda system to relate the Eval ID tuple with the tuple 

being constructed in this step). The second field contains the value of 

real_main()’s integer variable i. This tuple contains the execution parameters 

for the active tuple being placed in Tuple Space by this Eval operation. It is 

addressed to the Queue TS-Man process, and sent (with the out_queue() 

library function) to the local L-Kernel 
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Steps 9 through 15 are executed by components of the Linda-LAN: 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

L-Kernel reads the Eval ID tuple’s header packet, determines that the tuple is 

destined for the Eval TS-Man, and forwards the header packet to the Eval TS-Man. 

L-Kernel then reads the Eval ID tuple’s data packet, and forwards it to the Eval TS- 

Man. 

L-Kernel reads the tuple containing the execution parameters for the active tuple, 

determines that the tuple is destined for the Queue TS-Man, and forwards the 

header packet to the Queue TS-Man. L-Kernel then reads this tuple’s data packet, 

and forwards it to the Queue TS-Man. 

The Eval TS-Man reads the Eval ID tuple, stores it in Tuple Space, and sends 

notification to L-Man that an active tuple awaits evaluation in TS. 

The Queue TS-Man reads the tuple containing the execution parameters for the 

active tuple, and stores it in Tuple Space. 

L-Man selects a participating Linda-LAN machine, and informs that machine’s 

L-Com that it is to evaluate an active tuple. 

L-Com forwards this command to its L-Kernel. 

L-Kernel receives the command and creates a copy of itself with fork(). The 

new copy of L-Kernel replaces itself with the Linda program code. 

Steps 16 through 20 are executed by the newly instantiated Linda process: 

(16) The new Linda process begins execution at the main() function. 

(17) main() determines that the process id of its parent process is that of L-Kernel. 
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(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

main() calls case_main(). 

case_main() calls in_eval_id(), passing it the address of op_id. 

in_eval_id() constructs a template to request retrieval of an Eval ID tuple 

from TS, addresses it to the Eval TS-Man, and sends it (with the in_eval () 

library function) to the local L-Kernel. 

Steps 21 through 23 are executed by components of the Linda-LAN: 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

L-Kernel reads the Eval ID request’s header packet, determines that the request is 

destined for the Eval TS-Man, and forwards the header packet to the Eval TS-Man. 

L-Kernel then reads the request’s data packet, and forwards it to the Eval TS-Man. 

The Eval TS-Man reads the request for an Eval ID tuple, finds the next available 

Eval ID tuple in TS, removes the tuple from TS, fills in the request template with 

the fields from this tuple, and returns the response tuple to the L-Kemel from 

which it originally read the request. 

L-Kernel reads the Eval ID tuple’s header packet from the Eval TS-Man, 

determines which Linda process the tuple is destined for, and forwards the header 

packet to that Linda process. L-Kernel then reads the tuple’s data packet and 

forwards it to the Linda process. 

Steps 24 through 26 are executed by the new Linda process: 

(24) The Linda process reads the Eval ID response tuple from L-Kernel. When 

in_eval_id() returns, the integer variable op_id contains the ID of an active 

tuple awaiting evaluation in TS (which is 6, in this case). case_main() executes 
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(25) 

(26) 

the switch() statement, and based on the value of this op_id, selects “case 6” 

for execution. 

case 6 defines the integer variable argi to hold this particular active tuple’s 

execution parameters, and then calls new_eval_b(), passing it the address of 

argl. 

new_eval_b() constructs a template to request retrieval of the execution 

parameters for the active tuple represented by the Eval ID 6, addresses it to the 

Queue TS-Man, and sends it (with the in_queue() library function) to the local 

L-Kernel. 

Steps 27 through 29 are executed by components of the Linda-LAN: 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

L-Kernel reads the request’s header packet, determines that the request is destined 

for the Queue TS-Man, and forwards the header packet to the Queue TS-Man. 

L-Kernel then reads the request’s data packet, and forwards it to the Queue 

TS-Man. 

The Queue TS-Man reads the request, finds the matching tuple in TS, removes the 

tuple from TS, fills the request template with the fields from this tuple, and returns 

the response tuple to the L-Kernel from which it originally read the request. 

L-Kernel reads the response tuple’s header packet from the Queue TS-Man, 

determines which Linda process the response is destined for, and forwards the 

header packet to that Linda process. L-Kernel then reads the response’s data packet 

and forwards it to the Linda process. 
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Steps 30 through 33 are executed by the new Linda process: 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

The Linda process reads the response tuple from lL-Kernel. When 

new_eval_b() returns, argl1 will contain the value of the main Linda 

program’s integer variable i. Case 6 of case_main()’s switch() statement 

then calls new_eval_c(), passing it the value of arg1. 

new_eval_c() calls the user function f (), passing it the value of arg1. This 

is the action specified in the original Eval call in the main Linda program’s source 

code. 

new_eval_c() uses the return value from f£ () to construct a passive tuple with 

a single integer field, addresses it to the Queue TS-Man, and sends it (with the 

out_queue() library function) to the local L-Kernel. 

case_main() returns to main(), and main() calls case_exit() to 

disconnect the Linda process from its L-Kernel and exit. 

Steps 34 and 35 are executed by components of the Linda-LAN: 

(34) 

(35) 

L-Kernel reads the passive tuple’s header packet, determines that the tuple is 

destined for the Queue TS-Man, and forwards the header packet to the Queue 

TS-Man. L-Kernel then reads the passive tuple’s data packet, and forwards it to the 

Queue TS-Man. 

The Queue TS-Man reads the passive tuple, and stores it in Tuple Space. 
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Steps 36 and 37 are executed by the main Linda program: 

(36) real_main() returns to main() 

(37) main() calls lexit() to inform L-Kernel that the program has run to 

completion, and then exits. 
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7.0 Investigation of Execution Profile 

This chapter presents the results of the preliminary investigation of the execution profile of 

the distributed Linda system. The goal of this investigation is to identify characteristics of 

the system that tend to enhance or limit computational performance. More specifically, our 

objective is to identify critical aspects and characteristics of components of the distributed 

system and to assess their impact on system performance given a number of different sce- 

narios. 

Section 7.1 presents and discusses the initial results obtained by executing two Linda 

applications with different characteristics on the system. Section 7.2 briefly describes a 

potential technique for enhancing the performance of tuple I/O in the Linda system, and 

presents the results obtained when this technique is implemented. Finally, Section 7.3 dis- 

cusses the details and impact of the modification introduced in 7.2, and describes three 

possible alternative designs for the Linda system’s communications interface. 

First, we describe the basic Linda-LAN configuration selected for the investigation, and 

present our general expectations for the distributed system’s performance. 

Linda-LAN Configuration 

Although both Single and Split Tuple Space versions of the distributed Linda system have 

been constructed, the results presented in this thesis are limited to those obtained by run- 

ning Linda applications on the Split Tuple Space system. As discussed in Section 5.1, we 

assume that the Split Tuple Space system will more fully exploit concurrency. 
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In our investigation we employ a network of six NeXT! uniprocessor workstations. It is 

assumed that placing each of the various TS-Man processes on a separate machine of the 

Linda-LAN will yield the highest degree of concurrency. However, our primary objective 

in this preliminary investigation is to gain insight into the performance of the system as the 

number of processors and the number of processes is varied. Therefore, one of the work- 

stations is dedicated to L-Man and the various TS-Man processes, and the other five 

machines are reserved for executing Linda processes. This configuration is depicted in 

Figure 7.1. 

Expectations for the Distributed System 

e In general, we expect that distributing Linda processes over multiple processors will 

result in increased performance, since this will provide for truly parallel process 

execution. Distributing processes over several processors requires that the programmer 

partition the Linda program’s task into a number of independent processes. The 

expectation for enhanced performance also assumes that the computational work to be 

done by each of the Linda processes is significant in comparison with the overhead 

work required to distribute them. Although this overhead has not been quantified, it is 

understood that a nontrivial cost is associated with invocation of the EVAL mechanism 

(described in Chapter 4). 

° We also expect that distributing work to an increasing number of Linda processes on 

each Linda-LAN processor can yield better performance in certain circumstances. In 

particular, if the work which is to be done by the Linda processes consists of a mix of 

computation and I/O (specifically, /O with Tuple Space), then distributing the work to 

several processes on each machine can enhance performance. This potential speedup 
  

1. NeXT is a trademark of NeXT Computer, Inc. 
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Figure 7.1. Linda-LAN configuration used in the investigation 
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exists since the CPU can be used by one Linda process while others are awaiting 

completion of I/O requests. However, we recognize that there is saturation point 

beyond which adding more processes will actually decrease performance, due to 

thrashing. This phenomenon occurs when there are so many competing processes that 

the system spends more time scheduling processes and swapping pages in and out of 

memory than actually executing the processes’ code [LEFS89]. 

7.1 Initial Execution Time Results 

This section presents the results obtained by running two different Linda applications on 

the distributed system: the rayshade ray-tracing program and the cmatrix matrix 

multiplication program. 

Results from the rayshade Application 

Rayshade is a computationally intensive ray tracing program which reads a multi-line 

ASCII text file describing a scene composed of a number of primitive objects. It then ren- 

ders the scene, producing a Utah Raster RLE (“run length encoding”’) format file of the 

ray-traced image. Specifically, the main Linda process functions as a supervisor, and the 

worker processes perform all the computation. The supervisor creates the workers with 

eval (), and then retrieves the result lines of the computed RLE image and writes them 

to the output file. Each worker reads the input file, and then computes result image lines 

until all lines have been computed. Each time a worker wants to compute a new result line, 

it retrieves the next line tuple from Tuple Space with in(), increments its value, and 

places it back in Tuple Space. It then computes the line, places it in Tuple Space, and again 

tries to retrieve the next line tuple. 
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Figure 7.2 presents a graph which reflects the execution times obtained from test runs of 

rayshade. The input description file used for these runs specifies a relatively simple 

scene consisting of only a few objects. The test was run using 5, 10, and 15 worker pro- 

cesses. From the graph, we observe the following: 

e¢ As the number of processors increases from 1 to 5, execution time decreases. 

Specifically, execution time decreases at a rate roughly proportional to the rate of 

increase of number of processors. For example, 2 processors are twice as many 

processors as 1, and the corresponding execution times decrease from an average of 

310 seconds in the 1 processor case to an average of 168 seconds (which is roughly 

half of 310) in the 2 processor case. Hence, rayshade makes very efficient use of 

additional processors. 

¢ Adding more Linda processes has a slight negative effect on rayshade’s execution 

time. That is, as more processes are used, execution time actually increases. The 

fastest execution time on this graph represents a run in which each of 5 processors is 

running only 1 Linda process. We speculate that rayshade’s performance does not 

benefit from additional processes per processor because it performs relatively little I/O 

with Tuple Space. Most of its work is computation. 

Figure 7.3 displays the same set of results, but emphasizes the fact that an increase in the 

number of processors, rather than in the number of Linda processes, has the greatest (pos- 

itive) effect on execution times. 

These findings support our expectations described in Section 7.1. In particular, since 

rayshade’s primary work is computation (rather than I/O), we expect that adding more 

processors should result in increased performance. Moreover, we do not necessarily 
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expect multiple Linda processes on each workstation to enhance performance, for the fol- | 

lowing reasons: 

(1) The workstations are uniprocessors and hence, can execute only one process at a 

time. Multiple processes all must compete for the computational power and time of 

the CPU. 

(2) There is relatively little I/O to be done by the Linda processes. In the case of 

rayshade, multiple Linda processes on each processor results in an increase in 

context switching activity without a corresponding increase in CPU utilization. 

In general, the rayshade application exhibits performance characteristics which are 

consistent with our expectations for the distributed Linda system. 

Results from the cmatrix Application 

The next set of execution times was obtained from a matrix multiplication application 

called cmatrix. This program is designed to demonstrate how a “real world” problem 

(multiplication of matrices) can be solved using the Linda approach to problem solving. 

However, cmatrix is somewhat limited in that it can only multiply two N x N integer 

matrices. As in rayshade, the main Linda program functions as a supervisory process, 

and the EVAL-ed workers perform the computation. The supervisor OUTs the rows of the 

first input matrix (A) and the columns of the second input matrix (B) to Tuple Space, and 

then INs the rows of the resulting product matrix (C). Each worker repeatedly retrieves a 

row of A (with INP) and all the columns of B (with RD) from Tuple Space, computes the 

corresponding row of C, and places that result row in Tuple Space. When all result rows 

have been computed, the workers exit. 
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While perhaps not optimal from the standpoint of efficiency, the particular design of cma- 

txix results in heavy tuple traffic between worker processes and Tuple Space. A worker 

retrieves copies of all columns of B each time it computes a new row of C. Ideally, a 

worker should retrieve a copy of B only once, and reuse this copy for each result row com- 

putation. This design aspect causes cmatrix to be very I/O intensive, and therefore use- 

ful for measuring the performance of the distributed Linda system under conditions of 

heavy I/O. Each time a worker computes a result row, it retrieves 1 row tuple and N col- 

umn tuples from Tuple Space, and sends 1 result row tuple back to Tuple Space. Hence, N 

rows of matrix A and N columns of matrix B are retrieved, and N rows of matrix C are 

generated by the workers over the life of the program. -The only computations to be done 

by workers are the N integer multiplication operations and N integer addition operations 

for each position of each result row calculated. A total of N3 multiplications and N? addi- 

tions are completed by the worker processes over the life of the program. 

Figure 7.4 graphs the execution times obtained from various runs of cmatrix. Each 

point on the graph represents an N x N matrix multiplication, where N=50. Runs using 10, 

15, 20, and 25 workers were timed on Linda-LAN configurations consisting of 1 to 5 pro- 

cessors. The results from cmatrix are somewhat similar to those from rayshade. 

From this figure, we observe the following: 

e As the number of processors increases from 1 to 5, execution time decreases. In fact, 

cmatrix uses the additional processors almost as efficiently as rayshade. 

e Adding Linda processes also results in a decrease in execution time, to an extent. A 

threshold exists beyond which adding more processes is not beneficial (as seen in the 

1, 2, and 3 processor cases). This trend conforms to our expectations. Since cmatrix 

is I/O intensive, we expect that adding more Linda processes to each processor will 
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exploit concurrency by providing enough work to keep the CPU busy, even when most 

of the Linda processes are waiting for tuples from TS-Man. 

Figure 7.5 presents another view of the results from cmatrix. This graph emphasizes the 

fact that an increase in processors has the most pronounced effect on execution times. Dis- 

tributing the work to multiple Linda processes becomes beneficial when those processes 

are executing on several processors. 

7.2 Enhancing the System’s Performance 

A substantial portion of the overall wall clock times reported in Section 7.1 can be attrib- 

uted to Linda processes’ waiting for tuples. In particular, the /O intensive cmatrix pro- 

gram spends a large amount of time waiting for response tuples to arrive from TS-Man. As 

an example, consider the five 10-worker cases from the test runs of cmatrix. A given 

Linda process spends an amount of time roughly equal to 90% of the run’s total execution 

time waiting for responses to requests for tuples. On the other hand, we have data which 

indicates that the total amount of time required for TS-Man to respond to all of a given 

Linda process’s requests is on the order of 1 second. Therefore the relatively large wait 

times must be accumulated by requests en route from the Linda process to TS-Man, or 

from TS-Man to the Linda process. 

Recall from Section 5.2 that each request (we use the generic term request to refer to a 

tuple or a request for a tuple) sent by a Linda process (or by any other component of the 

data subsystem) is comprised of a fixed length header packet and a variable length data 

packet. Figure 7.6 illustrates the “round-trip” path taken by these two-packet requests. 

(The arrows and the arrangement of the boxes in the figure indicate the sequence of events 

in time. Although this diagram shows separate arrows for header and data packets, these 
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packets are actually sent over the same socket connection, as described in Section 5.2.) 

When a Linda process issues a request for a tuple, the request must travel from the Linda 

process to its L-Kernel, and from L-Kernel to the proper TS-Man process. Once TS-Man 

has matched the request with a tuple, that tuple travels from TS-Man back to the L-Kernel, 

and from L-Kernel back to the originating Linda process. 

Since Linda processes spend so much time waiting for tuples, it is reasonable to investi- 

gate ways to increase the speed at which requests traverse the round-trip depicted in Fig- 

ure 7.6. 

TCP Buffering 

As stated in Chapter 4, the distributed system has been designed to use the D-Kernel sys- 

tem’s stream socket interface between Linda processes and the Tuple Space Manager. 

However, a number of unexplored options are available which change the default behavior 

of the system’s stream socket interface and its TCP/IP software. We recognize that the 

default behavior may not be optimal for the distributed Linda system. 

In particular, TCP employs a buffering scheme designed to increase network efficiency. 

When a process writes data to a stream socket, TCP may delay actually sending that data 

until a full buffer of data can be sent. This buffering scheme reduces the total number of 

packets required to send a collection of data. Since the overhead associated with sending a 

single packet can be substantial, the scheme results in more efficient use the network’s 

bandwidth. 

We speculate that TCP’s buffering scheme may not be appropriate for the distributed 

Linda system. Since the nodes of the Linda-LAN communicate over a fast Ethernet net- 

work, we suspect that the increased network efficiency is not needed. In fact, the TCP’s 
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buffering behavior may cause delay in the delivery of requests’ header and data packets. 

We observe that Linda processes spend a substantial amount of time waiting for responses 

to tuple requests. After sending a request for a tuple to Tuple Space, a Linda process 

immediately attempts to read the response. Since the response is not yet available, the 

Linda process blocks. It does not continue with other processing, but must wait for the 

arrival of each tuple it requests. Therefore, we may be able to enhance overall perfor- 

mance of the system by expediting delivery of these requests. 

A socket option is available which defeats the default buffering action of TCP. This TCP 

level option is called TCP_NODELAY, and is put into effect with the setsockopt () 

system call. 

To determine the impact of TCP’s buffering algorithm, the components of the data sub- 

system (including the Linda processes, the L-Kernels, and the various TS-Man processes) 

were modified to use the TCP_NODELAY option on their data sockets, and the ray- 

shade and cmatrix applications were rerun. 

Results from rayshade on the Modified System 

Figure 7.7 shows the execution times of rayshade on the modified system. If we com- 

pare this graph with Figure 7.2, we observe that execution times have decreased, but not 

dramatically. Specifically, execution times have decreased by an average of 7% (in the 1 

processor case) to 28% (in the 5 processor case). Since rayshade’s primary work is 

computation, we did not expect its execution time to decrease substantially by implement- 

ing the TCP_NODELAY option. We also observe that the performance penalty incurred by 

adding additional worker processes is smaller than in the unmodified system. 
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Results from cmatrix on the Modified System 

Figure 7.8 shows the execution times of cmatrix on the modified system. Execution 

times have decreased an order of magnitude in comparison with the original times shown 

in Figure 7.4. Note that the scale of Figure 7.8’s vertical axis ranges from 26 to 40 sec- 

onds, while that of Figure 7.4 ranges from 50 to 350 seconds. 

Figure 7.8 indicates that adding a second processor results in a decrease in execution time. 

However, adding more processors has almost no impact on execution times. The system is 

not able to use more than two processors efficiently for this particular application and 

problem size. We speculate that this is because the data subsystem’s components are not 

fully utilizing available processing power. Therefore, adding more processing power is not 

beneficial. The level of computation and I/O is high enough to benefit from a second pro- 

cessor, but more processors cannot be utilized effectively. 

Additionally, cmatrix no longer exhibits speedup as a result of adding more worker pro- 

cesses to a given number of processors. We speculate that the level of computation is so 

insubstantial that adding more worker processes results in an increase in context switching 

activity without a corresponding increase in CPU utilization. As a result of expediting 

request delivery (by using the TCP_NODELAY option), worker processes no longer wait a 

substantial amount of time for tuples. As a side effect of TCP’s buffering scheme in the 

unmodified system, using many worker processes results in a larger quantity of outstand- 

ing requests per-L-Kernel in the system. Hence, TCP’s buffer fills up faster, and requests 

are delivered to their destinations more quickly. Since this buffering is turned off by the 

TCP_NODELAY option, this side effect is not observed in the modified system. 
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Conclusions 

The interaction between the tuple communication protocol of the data subsystem (that is, 

the two-packet request scheme) and the default buffering behavior of TCP tends to limit 

computational performance, especially under conditions of heavy I/O. However, overall 

performance of the distributed system can be enhanced by utilizing the TCP_NODELAY 

socket option, which turns off TCP’s buffering. 

7.3 A Discussion of Buffering and Possible Design Alternatives 

Section 7.2 presents data which demonstrates that TCP’s buffering scheme results in 

delayed delivery of requests and tuples in the distributed Linda system. We now examine 

the buffering algorithm more closely to determine whether it can be exploited by a modifi- 

cation to the design of the Linda system’s tuple communications protocol. 

7.3.1 TCP’s Output Buffering Algorithm 

As stated, the buffering scheme used by the 4.3BSD implementation of Unix [LEFS89] is 

designed to minimize the number of “small packets” (that is, packets of less than maxi- 

mum size) sent over the network. The algorithm allows a process to write a small amount 

of data to a socket, and have that data sent over the network immediately in a small packet. 

However, subsequent small amounts of data written by the process are queued in a buffer 

until either of the following occurs: 

e An acknowledgment is received that the outstanding small packet has been received by 

its destination process. In this case, any data which has been queued in the buffer is 

sent over the network in a new small packet. 
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¢ The process writes enough new data to the socket to result in a “maximum sized 

packet” being filled. Whenever the buffer has enough data to fill a maximum sized 

packet, that packet is sent over the network, regardless of the status of the outstanding 

small packet. 

Impact of Buffering on the Linda System 

If the round-trip diagram in Figure 7.6 is reexamined in the context of the buffering algo- 

rithm, it becomes clear that this buffering scheme could have a significant impact on deliv- 

ery times of Linda requests. Header packets are 40 bytes in size, and the size of a data 

packet depends on the size of the request or tuple which it contains. In the runs of cma- 

trix presented in this chapter (in which the matrices are 50 x 50), the overwhelming 

majority of data packets are 268 bytes. TCP uses a maximum packet size of 1024 bytes for 

stream sockets. Therefore, several complete requests (header and data packets) are needed 

in order to fill a maximum sized TCP packet. 

The implications of TCP’s buffering scheme are numerous: 

(1) When a Linda process writes a request to the socket connected to its L-Kernel, the 

header packet is sent to L-Kernel immediately. But the corresponding data packet 

is not sent until acknowledgment of the header packet’s arrival is received. 

L-Kernel cannot receive the header packet and send an acknowledgment until it is 

scheduled to use the CPU. Therefore, the Linda process will not send the data 

packet until (1) L-Kernel has run, and (2) the Linda process is again scheduled to 

run. 

(2) When L-Kernel is scheduled to use the CPU, it receives and acknowledges the 

header packet, and then forwards it to TS-Man. It then attempts to read and 
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forward the data packet. But the Linda process has not yet transmitted the data 

packet, so L-Kernel blocks. This implies that L-Kernel cannot service requests 

from other Linda processes which may be available. 

(3) When TS-Man receives a header packet on an L-Kernel connection, it assumes the 

corresponding data packet is forthcoming, and attempts to read it. Since delivery of 

the data packet from the Linda process to the L-Kernel is delayed, that data packet 

will not yet be available to TS-Man. Therefore, TS-Man blocks on its attempt to 

read the data packet. The implication is that TS-Man cannot read requests which 

may be available from other L-Kernels until the awaited data packet arrives. 

(4) Similar blocking behavior will occur when TS-Man sends responses back to 

L-Kernel and the Linda process. That is, L-Kernel will block when it attempts to 

read the data packet from TS-Man because TS-Man has not yet sent the data 

packet. The Linda process will block when it attempts to read the data packet from 

L-Kernel because L-Kernel has not yet received the data packet from TS-Man nor 

sent it to the Linda process. 

(5) As the total number of processors increases, the number of connections between 

TS-Man and L-Kernels increases, decreasing the negative impact of the buffering 

algorithm accordingly. For example, TS-Man can send a “small packet” to each 

L-Kernel at once. When L-Kernel blocks, it will be rescheduled to run again 

sooner, because there are fewer Linda processes competing for the CPU. Overall 

execution time decreases as a result. 

(6) As the total number of worker processes on a given processor increases, the total 

number of outstanding (not yet completed) requests increases proportionally. 

When there are more outstanding requests it becomes more likely that TS-Man 
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will be able to send a larger amount of data (header and data packets from 

subsequent requests) after the initial header packet to an L-Kernel is 

acknowledged. Also, as the number of outstanding requests increases, TS-Man is 

more likely to fill up maximum sized packets with the header and data packets 

from those requests. These packets can be sent immediately, without waiting for 

acknowledgment of an outstanding small packet. Again, the result is that overall 

execution time decreases. 

7.3.2 A Discussion of Three Design Alternatives 

Based on the implications described above, this section presents three potential modifica- 

tions to the Linda system’s mechanism for sending requests and tuples, and discusses the 

potential effects of each. The intent is to determine whether the Linda system’s request 

sending/receiving protocol could be modified to exploit the default TCP behavior. TCP’s 

buffering scheme is implemented for the specific purpose of minimizing the number of 

small packets transmitted over the network. Therefore, we reason that defeating this 

scheme (with the TCP_NODELAY socket option) may not be the most effective method 

for enhancing the performance exhibited by the unmodified system. 

Padding Small Packets to Maximum Size 

One cause of the original system’s relatively poor performance (in comparison with that of 

the modified system which uses the TCP_NODELAY option) is the fact that header and 

data packets are not optimally sized for immediate transmission by the TCP code. We con- 

jecture that performance of the system can be enhanced by padding all request packets to 

the size of a maximum sized TCP packet. 
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To demonstrate that the size of request packets is crucial in the unmodified Linda system, 

test “client” and “server” programs were constructed which send packets to each other 

through a stream socket connection. The default TCP buffering scheme was used. The cli- 

ent process sends two packets over the network to the server process. The server reads the 

two packets and then writes both of them back to the client. Finally, the client reads the 

two packets from the server. This process was repeated for 100 iterations. 

When the size of the packets was set to 1024 bytes (which is the size of a “maximum 

sized” TCP packet), 100 iterations took approximately 0.8 seconds. However, when the 

packet size was reduced to 1023 bytes, 100 iterations took 18.7 seconds. This vast differ- 

ence in execution time is due to the fact that the 1023 byte packets are considered “small” 

by the TCP algorithm. Hence, the client’s TCP code sends the first packet, but then waits 

for an acknowledgment from the server before actually transmitting the second packet. 

The server does not send the first packet back to the client until it has read this second 

packet. Also, the server does not send the second packet back to the client until it receives 

an acknowledgment from the client indicating receipt of the first packet. On the other 

hand, when the packets are 1024 bytes, each is sent immediately to the destination pro- 

cess, and neither process waits for acknowledgment before sending the second packet. 

The behavior of this test client and server mimics that of the components of the Linda sys- 

tem, and emphasizes the critical nature of packet size in the Linda system. We speculate 

that if all Linda system packets were always the size of maximum sized TCP packets, its 

behavior would be similar to that of the modified system which uses the TCP_NODELAY 

option. However, since all packets would be much larger than necessary, packet padding 

would require even more network bandwidth than the TCP_NODELAY system. If other 

active processes also required significant network bandwidth, contention for the (poten- 

tially saturated) network could lead to even worse performance. 
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What if only header packets were padded to the maximum TCP packet size? Such a modi- 

fication would cause a request’s header packet to be sent immediately as a full-sized TCP 

packet. The request’s data packet would then be sent immediately as a “small packet’. A 

subsequent request’s header packet sent on the same socket would also be sent immedi- 

ately (since it is padded to maximum TCP packet size). However this new request’s data 

packet would be queued until an acknowledgment of the first request’s data packet is 

received. If a third request is written by the process while the second request’s data packet 

is still queued, then the queued data packet and part of the third request’s header packet 

would be sent, since the new header packet would provide more than enough data to fill a 

TCP packet. The implication is that the third request’s header packet would become frag- 

mented by the sender’s TCP software. It is unclear whether the overall behavior of such a 

modification would compare favorably to the results obtained by implementing the 

TCP_NODELAY option. 

In general, packet padding does not seem like an effective approach, since it results in 

large quantities of non-data (that is, padding) being sent over the network. It would appear 

that using the TCP_NODELAY socket option is a more reasonable response to the delays 

caused by TCP’s default buffering scheme. 

Sending Header and Data as a Single Packet 

One of the reasons using the TCP_NODELAY option has such a substantial impact on 

overall execution times is that the Linda system sends requests as two distinct packets. 

What if the header and data packets of each request were written as a single packet? 

¢ The Linda process would send each request in its entirety to the L-Kernel. Therefore, 

L-Kernel would not block on attempts to read a request’s data packet. 
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¢ Similarly, TS-Man would send each response to L-Kernel as a single packet, rather 

than as separate header and data packets. As a result, L-Kernel would not block on 

attempts to read data packets from TS-Man. 

e When a Linda process sends a tuple to Tuple Space with the OUT operation, it writes 

the request to the socket and continues executing. It does not block because it does not 

need to wait for a response. If the process generates a large quantity of OUTs all at 

once, TCP’s buffering scheme would result in more efficient use of available network 

bandwidth. Depending on their size, multiple tuples could be sent to Tuple Space in 

single TCP packets. 

¢ If TS-Man responds to multiple requests from Linda processes on the same machine, 

the buffering algorithm will again increase network efficiency, but without the side 

effect of causing L-Kernel to block on attempts to read data packets. 

We speculate that modifying the distributed system to send requests as single packets 

could substantially increase the overall performance of the system. This modification pre- 

vents components of the data subsystem from blocking on attempts to read data packets 

which have not yet been sent. We suspect that this blocking behavior is the primary factor 

causing inflated execution times in the unmodified system. In addition, by sending single- 

packet requests (rather than using the TCP_NODELAY option) the TCP buffering scheme 

can still be used to send multiple requests in single packets. 

It may be possible and advantageous to use a combination of the single-packet request 

modification and the packet padding modification to create an optimal request protocol. 

The Linda code which writes packets to the socket would need to somehow determine 

when padding would be beneficial and implement it in only those cases. Further research 
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is needed to determine what types of applications would exhibit better performance using 

single-packet requests and packet padding (rather than the TCP_NODELAY option). 

Handling Data Packets Independently 

We suspect that the primary cause of poor performance in the original system is the block- 

ing behavior of L-Kernel and TS-Man when data packets are not available. What if these 

components could receive (and send) header and data packets as separate entities? That is, 

what if each packet is sent and received separately, rather than as two parts of a single 

request? 

e When L-Kernel determines (by invoking the select () call) that a header packet is 

available, it would read and forward that header, but would not assume that the 

corresponding data packet was forthcoming. L-Kernel would have to call select () 

again to determine that the data packet was available. Therefore, L-Kernel would not 

block because of the delayed arrival of a data packet. Rather, it could continue to 

service other available requests. 

e Similarly, TS-Man could read header packets from more than one connection, but 

defer servicing a request until a request’s data packet arrived. As a result, TS-Man 

would not block on attempts to read data packets, but would continue to service other 

available requests. 

This scheme would require several other modifications: 

* When a packet arrives on a connection, the receiving process must determine whether 

it is a header or data packet (so that it can determine how many bytes to read). This 

could be accomplished by tagging each packet with a packet-type variable, and then 
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peeking at the socket stream to read the packet type. 

¢ When a data packet arrives, the receiving process must identify the header packet with 

which the data packet is associated, so that it can find out how many data bytes to read 

from the socket. Essentially, the data packet would have to include its own “header” 

information to help the receiving process associate the header and data packets. 

The implication is that separating header and data packets into “separate requests” doesn’t 

solve the problem. The method which would have to be used to read a given data packet 

involves peeking into the socket stream. If processes can peek at the data waiting to be 

read, then there is really no reason to use header packets. The only reason for separating 

requests into header and data packets is that data packets (which contain tuples) vary in 

size, and the size of a given data packet can easily be transferred to the receiving process 

by transmitting it in a fixed length header packet. Therefore, we do not believe that modi- 

fying the system to treat header and data packets independently is an advantageous 

endeavor. 

Final Consideration 

We expect that if the nodes of the Linda system were connected by a slower Wide Area 

Network rather than by a fast Ethernet, defeating TCP’s buffering scheme could have a 

significant negative impact on execution times of Linda applications. Therefore, research 

which identifies a better solution is needed to further the development of the distributed 

Linda system. 
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8.0 Summary and Future Work 

The research presented in this thesis focuses on the design and preliminary investigation 

of a system for distributed Linda process execution. This chapter summarizes the distinc- 

tive aspects and characteristics of the system’s design and reiterates the important findings 

of the investigation. Finally, several areas for possible future work are discussed. 

8.1 Summary of Contributions 

The primary contributions of the research presented in this thesis are as follows: 

* the design and implementation of a remote Linda process instantiation mechanism 

which is consistent with the Linda paradigm and the semantics of Linda’s EVAL 

operation, and which provides for true parallel execution of Linda processes on a 

network of computers, 

¢ the division of Tuple Space and the Tuple Space Manager program into separate, 

distributable processes which exploit concurrency by providing for parallel access to 

the various logical partitions of Tuple Space, and 

¢ the investigation and analysis of the system’s execution profile which has revealed 

important characteristics of the distributed Linda system which may tend to limit 

computation performance under certain conditions. 

Each of these contributions is revisited below. 
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8.1.1 The Distributed EVAL Mechanism 

The distributed Linda system presented in this thesis provides an environment for concur- 

rent process execution on a network of computers. The design of this environment has 

been based on two previous implementations of Linda. In particular, the distributed Linda 

system avails itself of the interprocess communication facilities present in the previous 

systems to communicate active tuple transformation specifications to new remote Linda 

processes. 

More specifically, the distributed system employs Tuple Space and Linda’s OUT and IN 

operations in the implementation of a distributed version of the EVAL operation. When a 

Linda process encounters a call to the EVAL operation, it places the specified active tuple 

and the corresponding evaluation parameters in Tuple Space using the OUT operation. 

The Linda system then effects the instantiation of a new process, possibly on a different 

machine from the process which originally invoked the EVAL. This new process retrieves 

the active tuple and evaluation parameters with the IN operation, and transforms the active 

tuple into a passive tuple, which it then places back in Tuple Space. 

The distinguishing characteristic of our solution is that the EVAL is naturally redefined in 

terms of Linda’s existing OUT and IN operations, rather than implemented by a whole 

new set of protocols. Two particular problems which arise in considering the design for a 

remote version of the EVAL operation are that an EVAL-ing process must have some way 

of communicating portions of both its code space and its data space to the EVAL-ed pro- 

cess. By using Linda’s OUT and IN operations, the EVAL-ing process can share data with 

the EVAL-ed process by way of Tuple Space. 
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This design provides flexibility for future enhancements to the Linda system, including 

evaluation of active tuples based on tuple characteristics (execution requirements) and 

available resources. 

8.1.2 Split Tuple Space 

Tuple Space and its Tuple Space Manager (TS-Man) process have been “split” into sepa- 

rate processes. Each new TS-Man process manages a separate “partition” of Tuple Space, 

where partitions are based on tuple content and usage patterns. Since the various TS-Man 

processes can execute independently, each can be assigned to run on a separate machine of 

the Linda-LAN. 

Because TS-Man serializes all requests for access to Tuple Space, Tuple Space is a poten- 

tial bottleneck of the distributed Linda system. By separating TS-Man into separate pro- 

cesses, each managing a separate area of Tuple Space, we provide the capability for 

parallel access to the different partitions of Tuple Space, thereby reducing contention for 

TS-Man’s services. 

8.1.3 Investigation and Analysis of Results 

The investigation which is presented in Chapter 7 has resulted in the identification of some 

important characteristics of the distributed system. 

e Distribution of Linda processes over multiple Linda-LAN processors can enhance 

computational performance dramatically. Specifically, we have demonstrated that 

certain applications (e.g. the rayshade ray-tracing program) are able to make 

effective and efficient use of a multiple processor Linda-LAN. 
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¢ Distribution of computational (and I/O) work to multiple Linda processes does not 

necessarily increase overall performance of the distributed Linda system. In particular, 

we have shown that applications such as rayshade which are computationally 

intensive do not make effective use of multiple processes on each processor. 

¢ A distributed system composed of many processors will not necessarily exhibit 

significantly better performance than a system of fewer processors. We have shown 

this to be true when the I/O intensive cmatrix application is run with more than 2 

processors. 

¢ The default buffering scheme of TCP (as implemented in the 4.3BSD Unix operating 

system) which is designed to increase network efficiency is not necessarily appropriate 

for use in the distributed Linda system. We have demonstrated that our system’s two- 

packet request protocol does not interact favorably with TCP’s buffering. Therefore, 

either the buffering should be turned off, or the request protocol should be redesigned. 

8.2 Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis sets the stage for a wide variety of areas for further 

research. Several of these topics relate to potential enhancements to the design of the dis- 

tributed Linda system. Other topics suggest that further study of the system’s performance 

would be beneficial. 

Future work on the distributed system’s design 

¢ Further investigation is needed into the impact of L-Kernel’s scheduling policy. 

Currently, L-Kernel always services its TS-Man socket(s) first, then services its Linda 

process sockets. The L-Process sockets are serviced in reverse order of connection. 
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That is, the last Linda process to connect to L-Kernel is always the first to be serviced. 

This policy could result in underutilized and/or underserved Linda processes. 

¢ Jt may be beneficial to eliminate L-Kernel from the system. That is, if Linda processes 

were to communicate directly with TS-Man, then we could do away with all the 

complexity associated with L-Kernel’s behavior. On the other hand, if every Linda 

process had a stream socket connection to TS-Man, then TS-Man could easily end up 

with too many stream sockets. An alternative communications mechanism (such as 

datagram sockets) would probably need to be investigated. TS-Man’s socket servicing 

policy would also need to be examined to ensure that all connections are given 

adequate attention. Selection of a communications mechanism other than reliable 

stream sockets could imply that the communications interfaces between components 

would need packet-sequencing, error-detection, and error recovery software. 

¢ Further investigation is needed into the design alternatives presented in Section 7.3. 

Specifically, an empirical study of the impact of padding request packets to maximum 

TCP size, and of coalescing header and data into single packets could yield results 

which might lead to a better design of the Linda system’s tuple request protocol. 

Future Investigation of the Distributed System’s Behavior 

¢ The impact of distributing Tuple Space needs to be examined. In particular, no work 

has been done to quantify the possible benefits of the Split Tuple Space version over 

the Single Tuple Space system. 

¢ The impact of Linda-LAN configuration should be investigated. Although we suspect 

that the various Linda-LAN components will exhibit better performance when each is 

provided with its own processor, we need to investigate optimal configurations when 
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the number of Linda-LAN processors is limited. 

e A wider selection of Linda applications should be executed on the distributed Linda 

system, to provide a broad picture of the system’s capabilities. In particular, research is 

needed to determine what types of Linda applications benefit most from being 

executed in the distributed environment, especially when using the Split Tuple Space 

version of the system. 
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Appendix A. Start-up and Shutdown of the Linda-LAN Environment 

A.1l System Start-up 

The distributed Linda-LAN is started in two distinct stages. The control subsystem is 

started once, and can remain running indefinitely. The data subsystem is started when a 

user wants to execute a Linda program, and is shut down after the program completes. In 

addition, the executable file that represents a user’s Linda program must be distributed to 

the Linda-LAN before program execution. 

Control subsystem start-up 

Figure A.1 depicts the sequence of events involved in the start-up of the control sub- 

system. The Linda-LAN network system administrator starts the L-Man process manually. 

L-Man creates a server socket for accepting connections from L-Coms, and then spawns 

(through the Unix rsh facility) an L-Com process on each machine whose name is found 

in a list of participants. The argument list for the L-Com process includes the name of the 

machine running L-Man and the socket port at which L-Man is to be contacted. L-Com 

uses this information to establish a socket connection to L-Man. Once L-Man has accepted 

connections from all of the L-Coms it has instantiated, the control subsystem of the Linda- 

LAN environment is considered operational. 

Distributing the user’s executable Linda program to the Linda-LAN 

Although not strictly part of system start-up, the executable file that represents the user’s 

Linda program must be distributed to all the machines on the Linda-LAN before the pro- 

gram can be executed on the distributed system (see Figure A.2) A special utility program 

called 1dist has been written to help accomplish this task. The 1dist program (which 
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Figure A.1. Startup of the Control Subsystem 
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Figure A.2. Distribution of the Linda program to the Linda-LAN 
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accepts the name of the executable file as its sole parameter) copies the executable file to a 

location accessible by the Linda system, establishes a socket link to its L-Com, sends a 

distribute executable command and the name of the executable file to L-Com, and then 

waits for an indication of completion from L-Com. L-Com forwards the distribute execut- 

able command and the Linda program’s name to L-Man. L-Man notifies all L-Coms to 

obtain a copy of this file (using the Unix rcp facility) from the machine which originated 

the command. Each L-Com notifies L-Man when it has obtained a copy of the executable 

file. After L-Man receives such notification from all L-Coms, it returns an indication of 

success to the originating L-Com, which immediately forwards this notification to the 

1dist program. On receiving the completion indication, 1dist indicates to the user that 

his Linda program has been successfully distributed to the Linda-LAN, and then exits. 

Data subsystem start-up 

Figure A.3 shows the steps involved in starting the data subsystem of the Split Tuple 

Space version of the Distributed Linda System (described in Chapter 5). The data sub- 

system is not started until a user indicates, by running a utility program called Lexec, that 

he wishes to execute a Linda program on the Linda-LAN. The lexec program accepts 

the name of the Linda program as an argument, and sends an execute request command 

and the Linda program’s name to the L-Com on the user’s workstation. L-Com forwards 

this information to L-Man. On receiving the execute request command, L-Man decides 

whether to grant the request (the current implementation allows only a single Linda pro- 

gram to run at a time). If the request is denied, L-Man notifies the originating L-Com, 

which notifies the lexec program. 

However, if the execute request is granted, L-Man first spawns (by calling rsh) the Eval 

TS-Man process. The Eval TS-Man first creates a server socket for accepting connections 
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Figure A.3. Startup of the Data Subsystem 
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from the L-Kernels, and then creates a server socket for accepting connections from the 

other TS-Man processes. The Eval TS-Man then spawns (using rsh) the other three 

TS-Man processes (to manage the Counting Semaphore, Hash, and Queue partitions of 

Tuple Space). Each of these TS-Men creates a socket for accepting connections from the 

L-Kernels, and then connecta to the Eval TS-Man. Once the Eval TS-Man has accepted 

connection requests from all three of the other TS-Men, it connects to L-Man and informs 

L-Man of the socket address at which it will accept L-Kernel connections. 

On receiving this connection information from the Eval TS-Man, L-Man sends a com- 

mand to all the L-Coms, instructing each to spawn an L-Kernel on its machine. L-Man 

also forwards the hostname and address of the Eval TS-Man’s server socket to the 

L-Coms. Each L-Com passes this information to its L-Kernel as a parameter. 

L-Kernel establishes several socket connections. First, it connects to the Eval TS-Man. As 

part of the initialization between L-Kernel and the Eval TS-Man, L-Kernel is informed of 

the hostnames and socket addresses of the other three TS-Man processes. L-Kernel uses 

this information to connect to the other TS-Men. Next, L-Kernel creates a server socket on 

which it will accept connections from Linda processes on its machine. Finally, it connects 

to L-Com, so that it can receive commands (such as program exit, program abort, create 

new Linda process) sent from L-Man through the L-Coms. 

Once this initialization activity is completed, L-Kernel notifies L-Com that it is ready for 

Linda program execution. L-Com forwards this notification to L-Man, and L-Man notifies 

the originating L-Com. Finally, this L-Com returns an indication of success to the lexec 

program. The system is now ready for Linda program execution. 
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A.2 Shutdown of the Linda-LAN environment 

Data subsystem shutdown 

Just before a Linda program exits, it sends a program exit request to its L-Kernel. L-Kernel 

forwards the request to L-Com, and L-Com forwards it to L-Man. L-Man then sends a 

Shutdown program command to all its L-Coms and to the Eval TS-Man. 

The L-Coms forward the shutdown command to their respective L-Kernels. When L-Ker- 

nel receives the shutdown command, it does the following: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

kills any Linda processes which may still be connected to L-Kernel, 

sends an EXIT request to each of the four TS-Man processes, 

closes all its sockets, and then 

exits. 

When the Eval TS-Man receives the shutdown command from L-Man, it does the follow- 

ing: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

closes its socket connection to L-Man, 

forwards the shutdown command to the other three TS-Men, 

closes its socket connections to the other TS-Men, 

continues processing requests from connected L-Kernels until an EXIT request has 

been received from each L-Kernel (closing L-Kernel sockets as EXIT requests are 

received), 

closes its socket for accepting connections from L-Kernels, and 

exits. 
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When each of the three (non-Eval) TS-Men receives the shutdown command from the 

Eval TS-Man, it performs the following actions: 

(1) closes its socket connection to the Eval TS-Man, 

(2) continues processing requests from connected L-Kernels until an EXIT request has — 

been received from each L-Kernel (closing L-Kernel sockets as EXIT requests are 

received), 

(3) closes its socket for accepting connections from L-Kernels, and 

(4) exits. 

Once all the L-Kernels and TS-Man processes have exited, only the control subsystem 

remains active. 

Control subsystem shutdown 

The control subsystem is shut down manually by the Linda-LAN administrator by execut- 

ing the utility program 1kil1, which sends a shutdown Linda-LAN message to L-Man. 

L-Man forwards the shutdown command to its L-Coms, causing them to exit, and then L- 

Man itself exits. 
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